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General outline and financial impact 1

General Outline and Financial
Impact
Purpose of the Bill
The Income Tax Assessment Amendment (Foreign
Investment) Bill 1992 implements the Government’s
1991-92 Budget announcement to complete the third
element of its tax reform agenda to develop a
comprehensive system for taxing foreign source income.
The first element was the Foreign Tax Credit System which,
from the 1987-88 income year, replaced the general
exemption in Australia of income earned offshore and
subjected to foreign tax. The second element was the
introduction ofthe Foreign Source Income (FSI) measures
which took effect from the 1990-91 income year.
The FSI measures applywhere Australian residents have
substantial interests in Controlled Foreign Companies
(CFC), or had transferred property to certain foreign trusts
for less than full value. They address the tax deferral
problem where these entities are used to shelter income
from Australian tax by accumulating it in low-tax or tax
free jurisdictions. Such income is now taxed as it accrues.
The Foreign Investment Funds (FIF) measures will apply to
income and gains accumulating in foreign companies that
are not Australian controlled or foreign trusts that fall
outside the scope of the FSI measures. The measures will
also apply to certain foreign life assurance policies that
have an investment component, such as life bonds.
In addition, the Bill will amend the existing trust provisions
in Divisions 6 and GAAS of the Principal Act in theft
application to non-resident trust income. The principal
change is to the way in which a person’s share of the net
income from such non-resident trusts is ascertained. This
will be aligned with the way in which a person’s share of
foreign investment fund income is determined under the
FIF measures.
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The legislation will also make some amendments to the
Controlled Foreign Company measures in Part X ofthe
Principal Act and to the trust measures introduced as part
of the FSI changes.

Administration
The Bill will be administered by the Commissioner of
Taxation.

Commencement date
The provisions of the Bill will apply from 1 July 1992 for all
taxpayers who will be subject to the FIF measures.

Coverage of the Foreign Investment
Funds measures
The FIF measures will apply to Australian taxpayers who
have an interest in a foreign company, a foreign trust or a
foreign life assurance policy. However, there will be no FIF
taxation for a year of income where the taxpayer disposes of
the interest in a FIF or foreign life policy before the end of

that year of income.

Exemptions
The measures provide seven categories of exemption or
exclusion from FIF taxation.
Exclusions of certain country funds

Investments through specified trusts in countries which
prohibit direct investment on stock exchanges in those
countries will be excluded from the FIF measures. This
will ensure that Australian investors are not
disadvantaged by investing in emerging markets through
specified country fund trusts listed in free-market
countries.
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Exclusion for certain visitors to Australia
In the absence of a specific exclusion, the FIF measures
would apply to the offshore investments ofvisitors who
are short term residents ofAustralia. It is unlikely that
those investments would provide significant opportunity
to defer Australian tax. Consequently, there will be an
exclusion from the FIF measures for visitors who hold a
temporary entry permit granted under the Migration Act
1958 and who have not applied for, or been given,
permanent residency in Australia.
Exemption for interest in foreign banks
The list ofdesignated active businesses for the active
business test does not include banking. The opportunity
to invest in a foreign bank without attracting FIF
taxation will be provided on a restricted basis through a
specific exemption. The exemption will apply where the
taxpayer’s interests in the foreign bank consist solely of
shares that are listed on an approved stock exchange. In
addition, the issued shares ofthe foreign bank must be
held by not less than 10,000 persons who are not
themselves associated and the bank must be authorised
by law to carry on banking in its country ofresidence.
Attributable taxpayer exemption
The existing FSI measures consist of two components
the controlled foreign company (CFC) measures and the
transferor trust measures. These attribute specified
income and gains of foreign companies and trusts to
certain Australian residents (attributable taxpayers).
The ElF measures may overlap with the CFC measures
or the transferor trust measures. Where this occurs the
CFC measures or the transferor trust measures will
apply and the FIF measures will, in general, have no
application. However, the FIF measures will apply in
calculating the income ofa CFC or trust which holds
interests in FIFs.
-
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Active busmess exemption
The active business test ensures there is no tax
hindrance to portfolio diversification or joint venture
participation by Australians who wish to invest directly

into a foreign company that is principally engaged in
active business. A direct investment in a foreign
company which is principally engaged in one of the
designated active businesses will not attract HF
taxation.
A comprehensive list of active business activities is

provided in Schedule 4 to the Bill. Most business
activities are treated as active. Investments in
companies that principally derive passive income by
investing in other entities and certain activities such a
real estate investment and management companies have
not been included as active business.
There are two methods of showing that a company fits
within one ofthe designated active business categories.
The stock exchange listing method uses stock exchange
categorisation or international sectoral classifications to
establish a company’s principal activity. The balance

sheet method, on the other hand, establishes a company’s
principal activity by reference to the company’s balance
sheet. Where at least 50 per cent of assets are for use in
a designated active business activity the company will
pass the active business test.

Small investor exclusion
FIF income will not be included in a taxpayer’s

assessable income where the taxpayer is a resident
natural person who holds a direct interest in a FIF and
the total value of the taxpayer’s interests in foreign
companies, trusts and foreign life policies does not exceed

$A50,000 at the end of the taxpayer’s income year.
To test whether this exemption applies, the taxpayer will
be required to aggregate the taxpayer’s interests and the
interests of the taxpayer’s associates in all non-resident
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companies, trusts and foreign life policies. Associates
would include, for example, the immediate relatives of
the taxpayer, a company in which the taxpayer holds a
majority of the voting shares, a trust controlled by the
taxpayer, and a partnership in which the taxpayer is a
partner.
In addition, an extension ofthe exemption is provided
where the taxpayer’s interests (together with those of
associates) in foreign companies, trusts, foreign life
policies and interests in resident public unit trusts at the
end ofthe year of income do not exceed $A50,000. In this
case, the FIF taxation measures will not apply even in
relation to the taxpayer’s share ofnet income from the
resident public unit trusts.
This extension is contained in the amendments to the
existing trust provisions discussed below.
Foreign employer-sponsored superannuation exemption
An exemption from the FIF measures is provided to a
natural person with an interest in a foreign employersponsored superannuation fund, provided the person is
an employee or past employee ofthe employer. An
interest in a non-resident superannuation fund
sponsored by a company associated with the employer
will also be exempt. The fund must be managed by the
employer or associate company on behalf ofcurrent or
past employees.

Calculation of the tax
Where none ofthe exemptions or exclusions apply the
amount of FIF income will be determined under one ofthe
following three taxing methods:
• the market value method;
the deemed rate of return method; or
the calculation method.
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Under these methods, the taxpayer’s interest in a FJF is
measured in relation to the notional accounting period of
the FIF that is deemed to commence on 1 July 1992 and for
subsequent periods. The notional accounting period ofa
FIF is generally the taxpayer’s income year. However, a
taxpayer can elect to use the period for which the annual
accounts ofthe FIF are made.
The assessable income arising under the FIF measures will
be included in the taxpayer’s assessable income for the
income year in which the statutory accounting period of the
FIF ends.

Amendments to trust provisions
The Bill will also amend the existing trust provisions in
Divisions 6 and 6AAA of the Principal Act in theft
application to non-resident trust income. These
amendments will supplement the FSI measures in areas
where the FIF measures will not apply.
They will:
(i)

eliminate any double taxation that could otherwise
arise through concurrent application of the HF
measures and the existing trust provisions in
Division 8;

(ii)

provide an extension ofthe small investor exemption
to apply where the taxpayer’s interests (together with
those ofassociates) in foreign companies, trusts,
interests in resident public unit trusts and foreign life
policies at the end ofthe year ofincome do not exceed
$A50,000. In this case, the FIF measures will not
apply even to the taxpayer’s share ofnet income from
the resident public unit trusts;

(iii) set out the way in which a beneficiery’s share of the
income ofnon-resident trust estates is to be calculated;
(iv) exempt a taxpayer from an interest charge on
distributions from the estate of a foreign deceased
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person made within three years after the date of death
of a that person;
(v)

exempt a taxpayer from an interest charge on certain
amounts received, or on amounts which have been
applied for the taxpayer’s benefit. The amounts must
be attributable to the income or profits of a trust estate
which, at all times during the year, was a public unit
trust and was not a controlled foreign trust; and

(vi) require taxpayers to show that distributions out of
accumulated profits ofa foreign trust have been
comparably taxed offshore before that amount will be
exempt from the interest charge on distribution.
These amendments will have effect from the 1992-93 year of
income.

Amendment to taxation of Foreign
Source Income
The Bill will also make a minor technical amendment to the
Controlled Foreign Company measures in Part X ofthe
Principal Act. The amendment to section 399 corrects an
anomaly in the method of calculating the net income ofa
partnership or trust which is to be included in the
attributable income of a Controlled Foreign Company.

Financial impact
The revenue gains for the Foreign Investment Fund
measures will generally be realised after the end of the
1992-93 income year.
It is estimated that these measures will yield a revenue of
$150 million in the 1993-94 financial year and in
subsequent years.
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Chapter 1
Who is covered by
the FIF measures
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Who is Covered by the Foreign
Investment Funds Measures9
Overview
This chapter explains:
• wbatisaFlForaFLP;
• what constitutes an interest in a FIF or a FLP; and
• whose interest in a FIF or a FLP will be subject to the
FIF measures.

Explanation
What is a Flfl
A FIF is any foreign company or foreign trust.
fSubsection 480(1)]
A company is a foreign company if it is not a resident of
Australia. Whether a company is a resident ofAustralia is
a question of fact which must be determined by reference to
the definition of a “resident ofAustralia” in subsection 6(1)
of the Principal Act and the residency provisions ofany
relevant double taxation agreement.
A trust estate is a foreign trust if the trust estate;
• is not an Australian trust or a resident Part IX entity;
and
• did not result from:
-

-

a will, a codicil or an order of a court that varied or
modified the provisions of a will or a codicil; or
intestacy or a court order that varied or modified
the application ofthe provisions ofthe law relating
to the distribution ofthe estates ofpersons who die
intestate. [Subsection 480(3)1
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What is an Australian trust2
A trust estate will be an Australian trust at a particular
time if:
• within the past 12 months, the trustee was a resident
ofAustralia or the central management and control of
the trust was in Australia. (It is a question of fact
whether a trustee is a resident ofAustralia. This
issue is to be determined by reference to the definition
of a “resident of Australia” in subsection 6(1) and the
residency provisions ofany relevant double taxation
agreement); or
• the trust is a corporate unit trust for the purposes of
Division 6B of Part III or a public trading trust for the
purposes of Division BC ofPart III, and in either case,
a resident unit trust (broadly, for taxation purposes,
corporate unit trusts and public trading trusts are
treated in the same way as companies). [Section 4731
What is a resident Part IXentity?
A trust estate is a resident Part IX entity at a particular
time ifthe trust estate:
• was established in Australia; or
• had its central management and control in Australia
at any time during the past 12 months,
and the trust estate would have been an eligible entity for
the purposes of Part IX. [Section

4771

What is an eligible entity for the purposes of Part IX?
An eligible entity for the purposes ofPart IX is:
• a fund that is a complyingor non-complying approved
deposit fund;
• a fund that is a complyingor a non-complying
superannuation fund; or
a unit trust that is a pooled superannuation trust.
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What is a FLP?
A FLP is a life assurance policy issued by an entity that was
a non-resident ofAustralia at any time in the year of
income. [Subsection 481(1)]
A life assurance policy is a policy which provides for a
payment ofmoney upon death, other than death by accident
or specified sickness, or the happening of a specified event
which relates to the ending or continuing of a human life. A
life assurance policy also includes an instrument which
grants an annuity for a term dependent upon a human life.
[Subsection 481(2)1
The measures will only apply to certain life policies. The
three categories ofpolicies to be excluded are:
• those which provide life cover only;
• those policies issued before 1 July 1992 which cannot,
after this date, be cancelled, surrendered or redeemed
and for which the terms have not, after this date, been
altered in a material respect; and
• a contract of reinsurance ofpure life cover between a
resident insurer and a non-resident reinsurer.
ISubsection 481(2)]
What is an interest in a FIF?
Meaning of ‘an interest in a Ibreign company’
An interest in a foreign company is:
• a share in the company (including an ordinary, a
preference, a bonus, a deferred and a redeemable
preference share); or
• an instrument that confers an entitlement to acquire
such a share (including an entitlement arising from an
option or convertible note).
[Subsection 482(1)1
Meaning of ‘an interest in a /brei~gntrust’
An interest in a foreign trust is:
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an interest in the corpus or income of the trust
(including a unit in a unit trust); or
an instrument that confers an entitlement to acquire
such an interest (including an entitlement arising
from an option or convertible note).
[Subsection 482 (2)1
WhatisaninterestinaFLP?
A taxpayer has an interest in a FLP if the taxpayer paid, or
is liable to pay, the premium or premiums on the F’LP
whether or not the taxpayer has an entiflement to receive
any amount under the FLP. [Subsection 482(3)]
Taxpayers whose interest in a FIF or FLP will be
subject to the Fl]? measures
The PIP measures will apply to a taxpayerts interest in a
FIF or FL? for a notional accounting period that ended in
the taxpayerts year of income (see Chapter 2 for an
explanation of a notional accounting period) if:
• the taxpayer had an interest in a ElF or a FLP at the
end ofthe year of income (the year of income ending
on or after 30 June 1993); and
• the taxpayer was a resident for that year of income.
[Subsection 483(3)]
For the purposes of the above residency test only, a
taxpayer who is a trustee of a:
• corporate unit trust that is also a resident unit trust;
• a public trading trust that is also a resident unit trust;
or
• a resident Part IX entity,
is treated as a resident of Australia. [Subsection 483(4)]
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Clause making the amendment
Clause 25 inserts proposed Part XI containing the Foreign
Investment Fund measures.
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Chapter 2
Key Concepts
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Key Concepts
Overview
This chapter explains some of the key concepts used in the
Foreign Investment Fund (ElF) measures. The chapter
includes an explanation of:
• the measurement period for an interest in a FIF (the
notional accounting period);
• the acquisition and disposal of an interest in a PIE;
• distributions made by a PIE;
• the meaning of‘entitled to acquiret;
• the meaning of‘quoted price’; and
• the operative provision.

Explanation
Notional accounting period of a FIF
The ElF measures will apply by reference to an accounting
period ofthe FIF called the notional accounting period. The
notional accounting period provides a measurement point
for the application ofthe FIF provisions. Reference to a
notional accounting period will be made for a variety of
purposes including the application of the various methods of
taxation and for some ofthe exemptions.
The notional accounting period of the FIF will generally
coincide with the taxpayerts year ofincome.
[Subsection 487(2)]
For a company or trust that was incorporated, established
or brought into existence before 1 July 1992 the first
notional accounting period of a ElF commences on
1 July 1992. The first notional accounting period of a FIF,
which comes into existence on or after I July 1992, is the
commencement day ofthe FIF. [Subsection 487(7)J
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If the period for which the FIF prepares its accounts is
different to the taxpayer’s year ofincome and this period
does not exceed 12 months, then the taxpayer may elect for
the notional accounting period ofthe FIF to coincide with
the period for which the accounts of the PIE are prepared.
[Subsection 487(3)]
If the taxpayer chooses to align the notional accounting
period of the PIE with the period for which the accounts of
the ElF are prepared, the election will continue to be in
force so long as the taxpayer has an interest in the PIP.
[Subsection 487((4)]
When the taxpayer elects to use the period for which the
accounts ofthe ElF are prepared, the first accounting period
that begins during the year of income in which the election
is made, is a notional accounting period. This is referred to
in the explanations in the following two paragraphs as the
‘first period’. [Paragraph 487(5)(a)J
The period that is from the beginning ofthe year ofincome
in which the taxpayer elects to change the ElF’s notional
accounting period to the beginning of the first period is a
notional accounting period. [Paragraph 487üV(b)]
Example 1
Assume that the period for which a FIF prepares its
accounts is i January to 31 December eachyear.
On 1 April 1993 the taxpayer elects to change the
notional accounting period ofthe PIE from histher
year of income to 1 January to 31 December.
The notional accounting periods ofthe ElF are:
(1)

1 July 1992-31 December 1992; and

(2)

1 January 1993 -31 December 1994 and every
year following.
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The acquisition and disposal of an mterest in a PIP
Effect oJ’clzange in ownenhip
Ifthere is a change in ownership of an interest in a FEE,
this change constitutes a disposal by the person who had
the interest in the FTP immediately before the change and
an acquisition by the person who owns it immediately after
the change. A change in ownership is treated as having
occurred only if there is a change in the beneficial
ownership ofthe interest in the FIP in addition to a change
in its legal ownership. [Subsections 489(2) and (3)1
The circumstances in which a change in the ownership of an
interest in a ElF can take place include:
• execution of an instrument;
• entering into a transaction; and
• transfer by the operation of law.
[Subsection 489(4)]
In addition, a change in ownership will be taken to have
occurred by:
• a declaration of trust in relation to the interest in the
FIE under which the beneficiary is absolutely entitled
to the interest rather than the trustee;
• the release, discharge, satisfaction, surrender,
forfeiture, expiry, abandonment or extinction, at law
or in equity, ofthe interest in the PIE; or
• the redemption or buy-back, in whole or in part, or the
cancellation, ofthe interest. [Subsection 489(5)1
An issue to a person of an interest in a FtP is an acquisition
ofthe interest by that person. [Subsection 489(6)1
There is no acquisition or disposal of an interest in a PIP if
a right is exercised for which no consideration is paid or
payable or ifthere has been an exchange of an interest in a
FIF or a FLP for another interest in that FtP or ELP ofthe
same value. [Subsection 489(7)]
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Time of disposal or acquisition
If an interest in a PIE was acquired or disposed of uuder a
contract, the time ofmaking the contract is the time of
acquisition or disposal. If there is no contract, the
acquisition or disposal takes place when the change in
ownership occurs. [Section 4901
Consideration for the acquisition or disposal of a ElF
Where the acquisition or disposal of an interest in a PIE is
for no consideration or for inadequate consideration, the
taxpayer is required to treat the market value as the
consideration. Acquisitions and disposals are treated as
being for inadequate consideration where:
• no consideration is given or received; or
• both ofthe following conditions apply;
-

-

the amount given or received was greater or less
than the market value ofthe interest; and
the acquisition or disposal was not at arm’s length.

When the acquisition or disposal ofan interest in a ElF was
for inadequate consideration an amount equal to the market
value ofthe interest at the time ofthe acquisition or
disposal is used as the consideration. [Section 491]
Example 2
An interest in a PIE with a market value of $41,000 is
gifted by a mother to her daughter. The daughter
would be required to use $41,000 as the market value
of her PIE interest.
Distributions by a ElF
A distribution made by a FIP to a person who has an
interest in a ElF is any amount paid or credited, or any
property distributed by the PIE to the person that
constitutes income derived, or a receipt of capital by the
person. A distribution by a PIE includes the issue by a ElF
to a person ofa further interest in the ElF in consideration
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of the person’s entitlement to a payment by the ElF.
[Section 474]
Meanmg of ‘entitled to acquire’
A person is taken to be ‘entitled to acquire’ anything that
the person is absolutely or contingently entitled to acquire.
The entitlement to acquire can arise from any constituent
document of a company, the exercise of any right or option
or for any other reason. [Section 4751
Meaning of ‘quoted price’
An interest in a PIP is sometimes valued by reference to the
quoted price ofthe interest in the PIP. The quoted price is
that price, for the class of interests in which the FIE
interest is included, which is quoted on a particular day on
a stock market. [Subsection 476(1)1
When there is more than one transaction on a stock market
on the particular day on which the value of the EIE
interests is required, the quoted price is the last published
price for which such an interest was traded. I1, on the
particular day, there was no published price or there were
no transactions on the stock market for interests in that
class, the quoted price is the last price at which an offer was
made on that day to buy such an interest.
[Subsection 476(2)1
The operative provision section 506
The operative provision provides for the foreign investment
fund income to be included in the taxpayer’s assessable
income for the taxpayer’s year of income in which the
notional accounting period ofthe EIE ends. [Section 5061
-
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Chapter 3
Country Trust
Fund Exclusion
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Country Trust Fund Exclusion
Overview
Investment through trusts in countries which prohibit
direct investment on stock exchanges in those countries will
be excluded from the PIE measures. This will ensure that
Australian investors are not disadvantaged by investing in
emerging markets through country fund trusts listed in
free-market countries.

Explanation
A taxpayer is exempt from the ElF measures in respect of
an interest in certain specified foreign trusts established in
India, the Republic ofKorea or Taiwan. These countries
prohibit direct foreign investment on their stock exchanges.
The list of approved trusts is in Schedule 3. [Section 4841
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Chapter 4
The Small
Investor Exclusion
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Small Investor Exclusion
Overview
This chapter explains the exclusion from taxation under the
PIP measures for natural persons (other than trustees) with
small levels ofoffshore investments. Where the total of the
taxpayer’s interest together with the interest ofassociates,
in foreign companies, trusts and life policies is not more
than $A50,000, the PIP taxation provisions will not apply to
the taxpayer’s investments. [Section 485J
In addition, if the interests ofthe natural person (other
than a trustee) and associates in foreign companies, trusts
and life policies and interests in resident public unit trusts
do not exceed $A50,000 the impact ofthe PIE taxation
provisions will not apply in calculating the taxpayer’s share
ofnet income ofthe resident public unit trust.
[Subsection 96A(2)J

Explanation
Introduction
The small investor exclusion is only available to a taxpayer
who is a natural person. The taxpayer may apply one or
both ofthe tests given below at the end ofthe year of
income to determine what interests (if any) are excluded
from FIF taxation.
If, the interests exceed $A50,000 under both tests then the
exemption is not available.
Eor the purpose of applying the tests, the value of
taxpayer’s interests in a foreign company or trust that is a
Eoreign Investment Pund (PIP), a foreign life assurance
policy (ELP) or a resident public unit trust is the higher of
the cost incurred by the person in acquiring the interest or
the market value ofthe interest at the end ofthe year of
income. [Subsections 485(2) and 96A(3)J
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First test
The first test measures only the direct interests of the
taxpayer and associates in PIEs and FLPs. Where these are
not greater than $A50,000 the EIP taxation provisions do
not apply in the year ofincome to the taxpayer’s interests in
the flFs and FLPs. [Subsection 485(1)]
Meaning of ‘associate’
For the purposes ofthe small investor exclusion an
associate ofa taxpayer, who is a natural person, includes
the following:
• a spouse of the taxpayer, but not including a spouse
who, although legally married to the taxpayer, has
been living separately and apart from the taxpayer for
at least 12 months;
• a child of the taxpayer whether or not the child lives
with the taxpayer;
• a step-child who lives with the taxpayer;
• a partner of the taxpayer, including a spouse and child
ofthe partner, for a partnership in which the taxpayer
is a partner;
• a trustee of a trust, other than a public unit trust, if
the taxpayer or an associate benefits under the trust;
and
• a company in which the taxpayer and associates have
a majority voting interest or which is sufficiently
influenced by the taxpayer and associates.
If the taxpayer is under 18 years ofage the associates ofthe
person include, in addition to the above:
• a parent of the taxpayer; and
• a brother or sister of the taxpayer.
[Section 492]
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Second test
The second test may operate to exclude the effect ofthe
ElF taxation provisions in relation to the taxpayer’s
interest in a resident public unit trust that effectively
represents an indirect offshore investment by the
taxpayer. [Subsection 96A(2)J
Interest in a ~residentpublic unit trust’
An interest in a resident public unit trust means a unit
in the trust or an entitlement to acquire such a unit.
[Subsection 96A(5)J
Example
A natural person (A) has an interest in a resident
public unit trust (B) which has an interest in foreign
trust PIE. A has a right to a share ofthe trust’s
income for the year.
The ElF measures will apply to B in the calculation of
the net income of the trust for the year ofincome. A
would be subject to tax on a share ofthe net income of
B (section 97).
Where the second test is satisfied then subsection
96A(2) will modify the calculation ofA’s share of the
net income of B to exclude the effect ofthe PIP
taxation measures in relation to A.
The second test measures the interests of the taxpayer and
associates in PIEs; FLPs and resident public unit trusts.
Where these are not greater than $A50,000 the modification
to the trust provisions illustrated by the above example will
apply to the calculation ofthe taxpayer’s share ofthe net
income ofthe resident public unit trust.
[Subsection 96A(2)]
A unit trust is a resident public unit trust where it is:
a public unit trust as defined in section 1O2AAE for
the whole year ofincome; and
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either
the central management and control ofthe unit
trust was in Australia; or
• a resident or residents held more than 50 per cent
ofthe beneficial interests in the income ofthe unit
trust or the beneficial interests in the property of
the unit trust.
[Subsection 96A(4)]

ç

Chapter 5

Exclusion of
Certain Visitors
to Australia
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Exclusion of Certain Visitors to
Australia
Overview
This chapter describes the exemption from the Poreign
Investment Eund (FIE) measures which is available to
certain visitors to Australia.

Introduction
The PIP measures aim to reduce the scope for deferral of
Australian tax where Australian residents hold interests in
foreign entities that fall outside the scope ofthe foreign
source income (ESI) measures.
However, in the absence of a specific exemption, the PIP
measures would apply to the offshore investments of short
term residents ofAustralia. It is unlikely that those
investments would provide significant opportunity to defer
Australian tax. There is also concern that skilled foreign
nationals may be discouraged from working in Australia if
the PIF measures applied to their offshore investments.
Consequently, there will be an exemption from the FIF
measures for natural persons who are visitors to Australia.
Meaning of ‘visitor’
The PIP measures will not apply to a natural person who is
a resident ofAustralia for ayear of income if all of the
following conditions are satisfied:
• the person has a temporary entry permit granted
under the Migration Act 1958;
• the period oftime from the original issue ofthe permit
until it is due to expire (including any extension of the
permit) does not exceed four years;
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the person is not awaiting the outcome of an
application for a permanent entry permit under the
Migration Act 1958; and
• it is reasonably likely that the person will cease to be
an Australian resident when the temporary entry
permit expires or before the end of the permit’s
extended period.
Por the purposes ofthe above tests, a new entry permit
issued under the Migration Act 1958 as an extension of the
original entry permit is considered to be an extension of the
original permit. [Section 486]

Chapter 6
Attributable
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Attributable Taxpayer Exemption
Overview
In order to avoid double taxation, a taxpayer with an
interest in a Foreign Investment Fund (FIF) will not be
subjectto the ElF measures if that interest is subject to the
existing CFC or transferor trust measures. Further, an
attributable taxpayer in a controlled foreign trust (CFJ?)
will be subject to the existing trust provisions instead of the
ElF measures. This Chapter will explain the exclusion of
amounts taxed under the existing CFC and transferor trust
measures from a taxpayer’s attributable income under the
FIT measures.

Background to the CFC measures
The HF measures are designed as an adjunct to the accruals
tax measures for the taxation of offshore entities. If
Australian residents have substantial interests in a
non-resident company, the accruals tax system may include
certain income and gains derived by that company in the
residents’ assessable income. A non-resident company that
is subject to these accruals measures is called a controlled
foreign company (CF’C).
Where a ta~ayeris subject to attribution in respect ofan
interest in a CEC or a GT, the FIF measures will not apply to
that interest. Inparticular, the F[F measures will not override
the exemptions from accruals taxation provided under the
CFC measures, for instance, where the CFC passes the active
income test.
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Explanation
Exemption of attributable taxpayer referred to m
section 456
The income and gains ofa CEO that may be included under
section 456 in the assessable income ofresident taxpayers is
called attributable income. That income is calculated,
subject to some modifications, as if the CFC were a resident
ofAustralia.
There are two tests for determining whether a taxpayer’s
interest in a CFC is to be excluded from the calculation of
the taxpayer’s attributable FTP income because section 456
also applies to that interest. [Section 495]
The first test is used where the statutory accounting period
ofthe CFC coincides with the notional accounting period of
the FIF. In this case, no amount will be included in respect
ofthe taxpayer’s interest in the CFC under the ElF
measures if section 456 applies to the interest at the end of
that period [Subsection 495(1)]. Note that this exemption
will not apply where, at the end of the company’s statutory
accounting period, the company ceases to be a CFC or if the
taxpayer ceases to be an attributable taxpayer ofthe CFC.
The exemption would, however, apply where a company
became a CFC during its notional accounting period for the
purposes ofthe ElF measures.
The second test is used where the statutory accounting
period of the CEO does not coincide with the notional
accounting period of the ElF. In this case, no amount will
be included in respect of the taxpayer’s interest in the CFC
under the FIF measures if section 456 applies to that
interest in both ofthe CFC’s statutory accounting periods
which overlap the FIF’s notional accounting period (i.e., the
statutory accounting period of the CFC which ends and the
period which commences during the notional accounting
period of the FIF). [Subsection 495(2)].
Both of the above tests require that section 456 applies to
the taxpayer’s interest in the CFC. Section 456 is taken to
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apply to a taxpayer’s interest in a CEO even if no amount
was included in the taxpayer’s attributable income for a
statutory accounting period. For example, a CFC which
passes the active income test might not have any
attributable income. Therefore, no amount would be
included in the attributable income of a taxpayer under
section 456. In this case, section 456 will still be taken to
apply to the attributable taxpayer’s interest in the CFC.
Reduction of attributable income where section 457
applies
Where a CFC changes residence from an unlisted country to
a listed country or Australia, a resident attributable
taxpayer must include a certain amount ofthe distributable
profits of the CFC in attributable income (section 457).
Section 457 is an anti-avoidance provision to prevent an
unlisted country CFC distributing its profits in a tax free
form by simply changing its residence.
An amount which is included in a taxpayer’s assessable
income under section 457 that relates to an interest in a FIF
is treated as a ElF attribution payment by the FIF to the
taxpayer for the purposes of subsection 507(2). This means
that the attributable income of the taxpayer referable to
that FIF interest will be reduced to the extent that an
amount was included in the taxpayer’s assessable income
under section 457. The attribution payment arises at the
residence change time of the CFC and is therefore relevant
for the purposes of calculating the ElF’s attributable income
for the notional accounting period ofthe ElF during which
the change in residence of the CFC occurred. [Section 507]
The amount which is included in a taxpayer’s assessable
income under section 457 that relates to an interest in a ElF
is only treated as a ElF attribution payment for the
purposes ofsubsection 507(1). It does not give rise to a PIP
attribution payment for the purposes of Division 8 of Part
XI which provides for the operation ofElF attribution
accounts (refer to Chapter 15 for an explanation ofthe
operation of FIF attribution accounts). Consequently, the
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amount which is included in the taxpayer’s assessable
income under section 457 does not have any affect on the
FlY attribution accounts of the company although a credit
would arise in the attribution accounts ofthe company as a
CFC.
It should be noted that the above treatment will only apply
in a few instances. Normally, a taxpayer’s interest in a
CFC will be excluded from the calculation of a taxpayer’s
attributable FIF income when that interest is included in
the taxpayer’s assessable income under section 456. The
above treatment would be relevant, however, where a CEC
changes residence and:
• then ceases to be a CFC (for instance, due to an
Australian resident selling shares to a non-resident);
or
• the taxpayer ceases to be an attributable taxpayer of
the CFC under the CEO measures but still maintains
an interest in the CFC (this may happen where a
taxpayer only disposes ofpart ofhis interest in the
CFC).
Reduction of attributable income where section 458
applies
The accruals tax measures include in the assessable income
ofresident taxpayers, amounts ofdividends paid by an
unlisted country CFC to:
• a listed country CFC; or
• a controlled foreign trust (OF].’).
The amount that is included in the assessable income ofa
resident taxpayer is the proportion that relates to the
taxpayer’s interest in the CFC or OFT that receives the
dividend.
A taxpayer’s attributable income referable to an interest in
a FIF will be reduced by the amount ofa dividend paid by
the ElF which is included in the taxpayer’s assessable
income under section 458 providing the dividend gives rise
to an attribution payment to the taxpayer during the
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relevant notional accounting period of the ElF (refer to
Chapter 15 for an explanation ofwhen an attribution
account payment will arise to the taxpayer.
[Subsection 507(1)]
It is important to note that this reduction is only available
where the ElF attribution account payment is made directly
to the taxpayer [paragraph 507(1)(a)]. Consequently, the
reduction will not applywhere the PIE attribution payment
is made to an entity interposed between the taxpayer and
the ElF.
Similar to the reduction which applies for amounts assessed
under section 457, a taxpayer’s interest in a CFC will
normally be excluded from the calculation of a taxpayer’s
attributable FIF income when that interest is included in
the taxpayer’s assessable income under section 456. The
reduction for amounts included under section 458 would be
relevant where a CEO pays a non-portfolio dividend to the
taxpayer during the notional accounting period of the ElF
and:
• the CEO then ceases to be a CFC (for instance, due to
an Australian resident selling shares to a nonresident); or
• the taxpayer ceases to be an attributable taxpayer of
the CFC under the CEO measures but still has an
interest in the CFC (this may happen where a
taxpayer only disposes ofpart of his interest in the
CFC).
Controlled foreign trusts
Under the existing foreign source income measures there is
a distinction between foreign trusts that are controlled by
residents ofAustralia and other foreign trusts. There are
two types ofcontrolled foreign trust (OFT):
a trust estate to which an Australian has transferred
certain property or services to which Division 6AAA
applies; or
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a controlled foreign trust as defined in Part X. These
are, broadly, trust estates where five or fewer
Australian residents have 50 per cent or more ofthe
interests in either the income or the corpus ofthe
trust.
If a taxpayer is an attributable taxpayers in respect of
either type of OFT during the notional accounting period of
the trust for FIF purposes, the taxpayer will be excluded
from the FIF measures in respect ofany interest in that
trust estate [section 4941. Instead, they will be required to
calculate the net income of the trust for the purposes of
Division 6 (using a modified attribution percentage
calculation), or the attributable income ofthe CFT for the
purposes ofDivision 6AAA of Part HI ofthe Principal Act.
Even though an attributable taxpayer in a OFT to which
Part X applies will not be subjectto the PIE measures in
respect ofthe interest in the OFT, it is possible that trust
estate will have an interest in another entity which is a
FlY. Where the taxpayer, through the OFT, is not an
attributable taxpayer in respect ofthe lower tier ElF (be it a
company or a trust estate), the ElF’ measures apply in the
calculation of the net income or attributable income ofthe
CFT (refer to chapter 19).

Chapter 7
Active Business
Exemption
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Active Business Exemption
Overview
This chapter describes the exemption for interests a
taxpayer has in foreign companies principally engaged in
designated active business. The purpose of the exemption is
to ensure there is no tax hindrance to portfolio
diversification orjoint venture participation by Australians
who wish to invest directly into a non-resident company
that is principally engaged in active business.

Introduction
The active business exemption will exempt a taxpayer from
taxation for interests the taxpayer has in those companies
principally engaged in activities known as designated
activities. [Section 496]
The active business exemption will not apply to any interest
in a non-resident trust, even though the trust’s underlying
investments may be principally active. However, the
exemption will apply when calculating the net income ofa
resident trust estate where the trust estate invests directly
in a foreign company engaged in an active business. This is
because the trust is treated under subsection 95(1) as a
resident taxpayer and qualifies for all the exemptions
provided to a resident taxpayer under the ElF measures.
The active business exemption will also apply when
calculating the ElF income ofa controlled foreign company
(CEO) or a controlled foreign trust (OFT). In this case
again, the ElF income is calculated by treating the CEO or
OFT as a resident taxpayer.
Meaning of ‘designated activities’

To satisfy the exemption, the taxpayer must establish that
the foreign company was principally engaged in one or more
of the following activities at the test time: [Section 497]
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the development of agricultural, pastoral,
horticultural or viticultural (grape growing) resources;
forest operations;
• fishing operations;
• manufacturing or processing;
• the exploration or development ofmineral resources;
• the selling, by wholesale or retail, of products of any of
the above activities;
• the provision ofaccounting, actuarial, architectural,
engineering, legal or medical services;
• the provision of advertising services;
• construction;
• the generation ofelectricity;
• the supply of electricity or gas;
• the provision ofhealth services;
• the provision of hospitality services;
• the conduct of life assurance business (the meaning of
“life assurance business” is described below);
• publishing or printing;
• sound broadcasting or television;
• the provision ofteleconnnunications services;
• the selling, by wholesale or retail, ofequipment or
services for use in connection with telecommunication
services;
• the provision of facilities or services in connection with
tourism;
• transportation by land, sea or air;
• the supply of water or of sewerage services; and
funds management, or other financial services,
effectively connected with any of the above activities.
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The undertaking ofone or more ofthe above activities will
be referred to in this chapter as the active business ofthe
foreign company. The above list ofactivities, which are
contained in Schedule 4, will have effect until regulations
are made for the purpose of designating activities.
Life assurance business
A foreign company will only be considered to be engaged in
life assurance business at the test time if the balance sheet
ofthe company shows that at least 50 per cent ofthe gross
value ofthe company’s assets were for use in carrying on
life assurance business as defined in section 4 ofthe Life
Insurance Act 1945. [Section 498]
Methods of establishing whether a foreign company
carries on active business
There are two methods of establishing whether a foreign
company is principally engaged in active business:
• the stock exchange listing method; and
• the balance sheet method.
The taxpayer must choose the method to be used if both of
these methods are capable ofbeing applied to a particular
company. The exemption will not be available if it is not
possible to use one of the methods. [Section 499]
Test time
For a taxpayer to qualify for the active business exemption,
the foreign company must itself be principally engaged in
active business at the test time [section 497]. For the stock
exchange listing method, the test time is the end ofthe
notional accounting period ofthe foreign company (refer to
the notes on notional accounting periods in Chapter 2).
This is usually at the end of the taxpayer’s year of income.
For the balance sheet method, the test time is when the
company prepares its annual accounts for reporting to its
shareholders.
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Stock exchange listing method
The stock exchange listing method may only be used if the
taxpayer can establish that, at the test time, any ofthe
interests held by the taxpayer in the foreign company are
listed on an approved stock exchange. The list of approved
stock exchanges is contained in ScheduleS. A company will
be principally engaged in active business under the stock
exchange listing method if the activities of the company are
classified by an approved stock exchange or approved
international sectoral classification system as belonging to a
class ofcompanies in a designated activity (i.e., activities
referred to earlier in this chapter which qualify as active
business). [Section 500]
The following are approved international sectoral
classification systems:
• Bloomberg’s Information Systems;
• Financial times Actuaries World Index;
• Morgan Stanley Capital International Index;
-

• Solomon Brothers Frank Russell Index; and
• Standard and Poor’s Composite Index (S&P 500).
The list in Schedule 6 will have effect until regulations are
made for the purpose of listing approved international
sectoral classification systems.
Balance sheet method
The balance sheet method is the second method of
establishing whether a company is principally engaged in
active business. It enables a taxpayer to establish, by
reference to a foreign company’s balance sheet and if
appropriate the balance sheets of its subsidiaries, that at
the test time, the company was principally engaged in
active business [subsection 501(1)]. A company is engaged
in active business it at the test time, 50 per cent or more of
the gross value ofthe company’s assets were for use in
active business [subsection 501(2)] This percentage is
calculated as follows:
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the cross value otthecompany!s active business assets
the gross value of the company’s assets

x I®
1

The gross value of an asset ofthe company is the value
shown in the balance sheet ofthe company prepared at the
test time for reporting to the shareholders on an annual
basis. The balance sheet method cannot be used if the
balance sheet for the company was not prepared in
accordance with commercially accepted accounting
principles or if it does not give a true and fair view ofthe
financial position ofthe company. [Subsection 501 (5)1
In calculating the gross value ofthe company’s active
business assets, the gross value of assets which are not for
use solely in active business must be reduced to the extent
that those assets were for use for other purposes
[subsection 501(7)1. The gross value ofthe company’s
active business assets includes assets ofthe company which
are for use by the company’s employees or directors in active
business but does not include assets to the extent they are
for use by sub-contractors or other persons engaged in
active business on behalf ofthe company under a contract
or arrangement. [Subsection 501(9)]
The balance sheet method and holding companies
An offshore holding company may not satisfy the active
business exemption in its own right under the balance sheet
method since such companies frequently would not have
any active business oftheir own. To prevent this result, the
active business exemption provides for grouping ofthe
holding company and its subsidiaries, but not including
those subsidiaries that are residents ofAustralia. Only
companies in which the holding company holds 50 per cent
or more of the paid up share capital are treated as
subsidiaries for this purpose. Moreover, only direct
subsidiaries of the holding company are taken into account
for the consolidation [subsection 501(3)1. The following
formulas are used to determine the amount to be included
in the gross value ofthe holding company’s total assets and
assets for use in active business where the holding company
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has 50 per cent or more ofthe paid up capital of a direct
subsidiary.
The gross value ofthe holding company’s assets for use m
active business includes the amount which is calculated
as follows:
Gross value of subsldlar~s
designated assets

x

Interest In share capital
Total share capital

The gross value of all the holding company’s assets includes
an amount which is calculated as follows:
Gross value of subsIdiary’s
assets

x

Interest hi share capital
Total share capita!

In the above formulas:
• gross value of subsidiary’s designated assets
means the gross value at the test time ofthe
subsidiary company’s assets for use in one or more
designated activities (i.e., assets for use in active
business);
• gross value of subsidiary’s assets means the gross
value at the test time of all the subsidiary company’s
assets;
• interest in share capital means the amount of the
share capital of the subsidiary company that was
beneficially owned by the holding company;
• total share capital means the total amount ofthe
issued share capital ofthe subsidiary company.
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Example

I

Australian Investor
V
5 percent
V

Company A

(offshore holdIng company)

V

V

[

I

lOOpercent
V

V

Company B

Company C

The published accounts of the group show that the
assets of companies A, B and C) (but not including A’s
investments in B or C) are:
Gross Assets

Active Business

$
Company A

2 ndl!lon

Company B

12 millIon

$
nil
10 mIllion

Company C

20 mIllion

15 millIon

The gross value of the holding company’s (Company
A’s) assets for use in active business includes an
amount calculated as follows because ofits interest in
subsidiary companies B & C:
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Gross value of subsIdIaries
active business assets
$lOm

+

$15m

x ~Q.
120

x
=

$lOm

Interest In share capital
Total share capital
+

$9m

$19m

The gross value of Company A’s active business assets
=
$19m O.e., nil ÷
$19m)

The gross value of Company A’s assets includes an
amount calculated as follows because of its interest in
subsidiary companies B & C:
Gross value of subsidIaries’ assets
$12m

+

$20m

x QQm

x Interest In share capital

$12m

Total share capital
+ $12m
= $24m

100
The gross value of Company A’s assets
=
$26m (Le~$2m + $24m)
The proportion of Company A’s assets engaged In active business is
=
73% (I.e., $19m1$26m x 100/1).

In this example, Company A passes the active
business exemptionbecause more than 50 per cent of
the holding company’s assets are engaged in active
business.
The balance sheet method and partnerships
Where a company is a partner in a partnership, the gross
value ofthe company’s assets includes the gross value ofthe
company’s interest in each ofthe assets of a partnership
instead ofthe company’s net interest in the partnership.
The gross value ofa company’s active business assets will
also include an interest in the active business assets of a
partnership if the company’s interest in the partnership
amounts to at least 50 per cent ofthe partnership assets
[subsection 501(4)1. However, the gross value of a
company’s active business assets will not include an interest
in the active business assets ofa partnership if the
company’s interest in the partnership does not amount to at
least 50 per cent of the partnership’s assets. The company’s
interest in the gross partnership’s assets will always be
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taken into account when determining the gross value ofall
the company’s assets.
The gross value of an asset in which a company has an
interest as a partner in a partnership is the percentage of
the value of the asset shown in the balance sheet ofthe
partnership at the test time determined by the percentage
interest ofthe company in the partnership asset. The
balance sheet must be prepared in accordance with
commercially accepted accounting principles and give a true
and fair view ofthe financial position ofthe partnership.
[Subsection 501 (6)1
Asset valuation
The measurement of assets under the balance sheet method
is undertaken in the currency in which the company’s
balance sheets are prepared. Where accounts ofa
subsidiary or partnership are prepared in a currency
different from the company being tested, the value ofassets
of the subsidiary or partnership must be converted, at the
rate ofexchange prevailing at the test time, to the currency
used by the principal company at its balance date.
[Subsection 501(8)1
The value ofthe assets ofa subsidiary or partnership are to
be determined by a balance sheet ofthe subsidiary or
partnership prepared as at the balance day of the principal
company.
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Exempt Interest in Foreign Banks
Overview
The list of designated active businesses for the active
business test does not include banking. The opportunity to
invest in aforeign bank without attracting FIF taxation will
be provided on a restricted basis through a specific
exemption.

Explanation
The exemption will apply where the taxpayer’s interests ii
the foreign bank consist solely of shares that are listed on
an approved stock exchange. In addition, the issued shares
ofthe foreign bank must be held by not less than 10,000
persons who are not themselves associated and the bank
must be authorised by law to carry on banking in its
country of residence.
This exemption is to be provided on a restricted basis only
to ensure that any tax avoidance arrangements fall within
the F’IF measures.
[Section 5031
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Foreign Employer- Sponsored
Superannuation Exemption
Overview
This chapter explains the exemption that is available from
the Foreign Investment Fund (FIF) measures where a
resident natural person has an interest in a foreign
employer-sponsored superannuation fund.

Explanation
The foreign employer-sponsored superannuation exemption
is available to a taxpayer that is a natural person who, at
the end of the notional accounting period ofthe FIF, had an
interest in a FIF that is an employer-sponsored
superannuation fund. The FIF must be a superannuation
fund maintained by an employer, or the employer’s
associate, for the benefit ofthe employees ofthat employer.
The taxpayer should be an employee or former employee of
the employer. [Subsection 505(1)]
The term ‘employee’ includes a director ofa company.
[Subsection 505(2)]
Meathng of ‘associate of employer’
The definition of‘associate’ in section 318 applies except
where it is modified for the purposes of the FIF measures.
[Section 4921
Broadly, for the purposes ofthe foreign employer sponsored
superannuation exemption, the following are considered
associates of an employer who is a natural person:
a partnership in which the employer is a partner;
a trustee of a trust if the employer benefits under the
trust; and
a company, if
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the company is sufficiently influenced by the
employer; or

• a majority voting interest in the company is held by
the employer.
If the employer is a company, other than in the capacity ofa
trustee, its associates include:
• entities that would be treated as associates ofthe
company under any ofthe dot points relating to
natural persons; and
• any ‘controlling entity’.
A company has a ‘controlling entity’ if
• the company is sufficiently influenced by that entity,
either alone or together with other entities; or
• a majority voting interest in the company is held by
that entity.
The associates ofa trustee are any entities that benefit
under the trust. The term trust in this context does not
include a public unit trust.
The associates of a partnership are the partners in the
partnership. [Subsection 4921

Chapter 10
Foreign Life Policies
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Foreign Life Policies
Overview
This chapter explains the application ofthe Foreign
Investment Fund (FIF) measures to taxpayers who have a
Foreign LifeAssurance Policy (FLP).

Explanation
Meaning ofa ‘foreignlife assurance policy’
A FLP in relation to a taxpayer for a year ofincome is a life
assurance policy which has been issued by an entity that
was a non-resident at any time in that year ofincome.
[Subsection 481(1)]
A life assurance policy is a policy which provides for a
payment ofmoney upon death, other than death by accident
or specified sickness, or the happening ofa specified event
which relates to the ending or continuing of a human life. A
life assurance policy also includes an instrument which
grants an annuity for a term dependent upon a human life.
[Paragraphs 481 (2)(a) to 481 (2) (dii
These measures will not apply to certain life policies that
are excluded. The three categories ofpolicies to be excluded
are:
• those which provide life cover only;
• those policies issued before 1 July 1992 which cannot,
after that date, be cancelled, surrended or redeemed
and for which the terms have not, after that date, been
altered in a material respect; or
• a contract of reinsurance between a resident insurer
and a non-residentreinsurer in relation to life
assurance policies which provide only life cover.
[Paragraphs 481(21(e) and 481(2)(/9]
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Meaning of ‘an interest in a FL?
A person will have an interest in a FLP if that person is
liable to pay, or has paid, a premium in respect ofthe FLP,
whether or not the person is entitled to receive any payment
as a result of taking out the policy. [Subsection 482(3)]
Taxpayers whose FLP will be subject to taxation
A taxpayer’s assessable income for the year of income will
include foreign investment fund income itt
• a taxpayer bad an interest in a FLP at the end ofa
year of income (the year ofincome ending on
30 June 1993 or later); and
• the taxpayer was a resident at any time in that year of
income.
[Subsection 483(3)]
The foreign investment fund income is calculated for a
‘notional accounting period’ ofthe FLP.
Meaning of ‘notional accounting period of a YIP’
A notional accounting period of a FLP is the period of
12 months ending on 30 June. If the FLP existed before
1 July 1992, then the first notional accounting period of the
FLP commences on 1 July 1992 and ends on 30 June 1993.
If the policy came into existence after 1 July 1992 then the
first notional accounting period commences on the day on
which it came into existence and ends on the following
30 June. [Section 488]
Policy issued by a non-resident
These measures will only apply to a FLP that was issued by
a non-resident. If however, a resident ofAustralia issues a
life policy and then transfers it to a non-resident issuer with
a view to avoiding these measures the Commissioner of
Taxation may apply the anti-avoidance provisions of
Part WA of the Principal Act to defeat the arrangement.
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Exempt visitor to Australia
Provision has been made to exclude from ElF taxation a
taxpayer’s FLP if the taxpayer is a short term visitor to
Australia for not more than four years see Chapter 5 for
an explanation of this exclusion from the FIF measures.
[Section 4861
-

The acquisition and disposal of a riP
EJ7ict o/change in ownership
If the FL? undergoes a change in ownership, this change
constitutes a disposal by the person who had the FLP
immediately before the change and an acquisition by the
person who owns it immediately after the change. For there
to be a change in ownership there must be a change in the
beneficial ownership ofthe FL? in addition to a change in
its legal ownership. [Subsections 489(2) and (3)1
A change in the ownership ofa FLP can take place any of:
• the execution ofan instrument;
• the entering into of a transaction;
• the transfer ofthe FL? by the operation oflaw;
• the doing of any other act or thing; or
• the occurrence of any event.
[Subsection 489(4)]
A change in ownership will be taken to have occurred where
one of the following occurs:
• a declaration oftrust in relation to the FL? under
which a beneficiary is absolutely entitled to the FL?
rather than the trustee;
• the release, discharge, satisfaction, surrender,
forfeiture, expiry, abandonment or extinction, at law
or in equity, of the FLP; or
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the redemption or buy-back, in whole or in part, or the
cancellation, of the FLP.
[Subsection 489(511
An issue to a person of a FL? is treated as an acquisition of
the flY by that person. [Subsection 489(6)]
The acquisition or disposal of a FL? does not take place
when there has been an exchange ofan interest in one FL?
for another interest in a FL? ofthe thamevalue. The
crediting ofa bonus on a life policy without the payment of
consideration is not an acquisition of an interest in a FL?.
[Subsection 489(7)1
Time of disposal or acquisition
If a FL? is acquired or disposed ofunder a contract, the
time ofmaking the contract is the time ofacquisition or
disposal. If there is no contract, the acquisition or disposal
takes place when the change in ownership occurs.
[Section 490]
Consideration for the acquisition or disposal of a FL1P
Where inadequate or no consideration is given for the
acquisition or disposal of a FL?, the law will deem that
consideration equal to the market value ofthe FL? has
been paid or received as the case may be. Consideration
given is not treated as adequate ifi
• the amount given or received was greater or less than
the market value ofthe interest; and
• the acquisition or disposal was not at ann’s length.
[Section 4911
Distributions by a YIP
A distribution made under a FL? to the FL? policy holder is
any amount paid or credited, or any property distributed in
relation to the FL? to the person that constitutes income
derived, or a receipt ofcapital by that person. A
distribution by a FL? includes any payment to a person ofa
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bonus or a refund ofpremium in respect ofthe FL?.
[Section 4741

Calculatmg the mcome attnbutable to a
FLP
A taxpayer who has a FL? is required to calculate the
foreign investment fund income from each FL? using the
deemed rate ofreturn method.
Four steps are used in this process. [Section 5171
• The first step is to determine the number of ‘interests’
in a FL? the taxpayer has.
• The second step is to determine the opening value of
the FL?. Different procedures are adopted for
determining the opening value which applies at the
beginning ofthe ElF measures and for periods
occurring after the first notional accounting period.
• The third step calculates the movement in the value of
the FL? during the notional accounting period. This
is known as the FIF amount.
• The fourth step converts the ElF amount to Australian
currency and determines the amount that will be
included in the taxpayer’s assessable income. The
amount included in assessable income is called the
FIF income.

Step 1- Interests in a FLP
The deemed rate ofreturn method is applied separately to
each FL? held by the taxpayer. All interests in a FL?
acquired in a particular period are taken to have been
acquired when the first ofthose interests were acquired.
[Section 5191

Step 2- Calculating the openmg value
This step determines the opening value of the FL? as
measured at the beginning of the notional accounting
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period. There are different methods to be applied for
calculating the opening value at the beginning ofthe ElF
measures and for later periods. [Section 5201
Special rulefbr calculating the opening value at the start
of the RF measures
For the beginning ofthe ElF measures, the opening value
for a FL? is the greater of:
• the cost of acquiring the FL?; and
• the amount the taxpayer would be given for
surrendering the FL? on the commencement day of
the FIF measures.
[Section 525]
Calculating the opening value for laterperiods
When the deemed rate ofreturn has applied in the
immediately previous year, the openingvalue is calculated
as outlined in the following four steps:
Step one

Determine the deemed value of the FL? at the
commencement ofthe previous notional accounting
period;
Step two

Add the FIF income for the previous notional accounting
period;
Step three

Add the value ofany premiums paid during the previous
notional accounting period; and
Step four

Deduct any distributions made by the FL? in the
previous notional accounting period. [Section 530]
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Opening value where the FL? was acquiredduring a
notional accountingperiod
If the FL? was acquired during the notional accounting
period, the value of the FL? is the costto the taxpayer of
the acquisition if the taxpayer has paid the full
consideration for the FL?. In any other case, the value is
the amount ofthe first premium paid. [Section 5321
Step 3- Calculating the movement in the value of
the VIP (FL? amount)
Once the opening deemed value has been ascertained, the
FIF amount, that is, the movement in the value ofthe FL?
for the notional accounting period is calculated by applying
the following formula:
Openlngvalue x
Deemedrateof
x Numberof days
of interest
return plus 4%
held
Opening value means the amount determined in Step 2.
Deemed rate of return means the rate of interest
applicable in section 10 ofthe Taxation (Interest on
Overpayments) Act 1983 for the taxpayerts year ofincome.
If there is more than one interest rate the weighted average
ofthose rates is used. The Government has announced that
the existing rate of interest on overpayments,
14.026 percent per annum, is to be reduced to 10 percent.
This change is expected to operate from 1 July 1992.
Number of days held means the number ofdays in the
notional accounting period in which the taxpayer had the
FL?.
Total number of days means the total number ofdays in
the notional accounting period (usually 365 days).

[Section 5331
Example 1
Assume that at the commencement date of the FIF
measures an investor holds a FL? to the value of
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$HK2SO,000. Further, assume the .atatutoiy interest
rate is 10 per cent.
For the first year, under the deemed rate ofreturn
method it will be necessazy to multiply the opening
value by the deemed rate ofreturn as follows.
$}1K250,000 x (10% + 4%) x 365/365 = $J]X35,000
The FIF amount for the FL? will be $HK35,000.

Example 2
Assume a second premium of$HK1O000 is paid in
respect ofthe FtP in the previous example 200 days
into the FLP’s first notional accounting period. This
premium will be treated as an acquisition ofan
interest in the FL? at the commencement ofthe next
notional accounting period. The opening value of the
FL? for that next period would be:
$HK235,000

+

$HK1O,000 = $11K245,000

Step 4- Determining the amount to be included
in assessable income (FL? income)
The final step in applying the deemed rate of return method
is to determine the amount attributed to the taxpayer, that
is, the PIP income. To do this the PIP amount (as
calculated in step 3) is converted to the corresponding
amount in Australian currency. The rate of exchange that
applied at the end of the notional accounting period is used
to convert each FL? to the corresponding amount in
Australian currency. [Sections 534 and 5351
Example 3
In the above example assume there is an exchange
rate of $A1.00 = $HK5.00.
Accordingly, the FIF income for the PL? would be:
$HK35,000/5 = $A7,000
FIF income is $A7,000.
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Record keepmg
For an explanation ofthe procedure to be followed for
keeping records see Chapter 17.
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Market Value Method
Overview
This chapter explains the procedure for determining by the
market value method whether any Foreign Investment
Fund (FIF) income is to be included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income. This income is calculated by taking into
account changes in the market value of the interest in the
FIF.
The amount attributed to the taxpayer under the market
value method is calculated in two stages.
• The first stage is to measure the income taking into
account the movement in the market value ofthe
taxpayer’s interest in the FIT.
• If there was a market value increase, the second stage
reduces the market value increase by any FIF loss
carried forward from prior years.
Generally, the amount arising under the market value
method will be included in the taxpayer’s assessable income
for the income year which coincides with the notional
accounting period ofthe FIF.

Explanation
Introduction
The market value method will be applied if it is practicable
to do so and the taxpayer has not chosen to apply the
calculation method. [Subsection 509 (1)1
However, the market value method is not available for
determining the taxpayer’s assessable income from in a
foreign life assurance policy [section 510]. For these
policies the deemed rate ofreturn method must be used (see
Chapter 12).
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If it is possible to ascertain the market value for an interest
or class ofinterests in a FIF at the relevant measurement
point (usually the end of the year of income) then the
market value method may be used.

If this cannot be done then it will not be practicable to apply
the market value method to that interest or class of
interests. [Section 51.11
This Chapter is divided into two parts. The first part
relates to the foreign investment fund income calculation.
The second part explains how to ascertain the market value.

Part 1- Calculating the HF income
The amount ofthe foreign investment fund income is
determined in two steps. The first step calculates the
movement in the market value, generally between two
annual reporting dates. The second step allows for the
recoupment of any previous years’ FIT losses against any
increase in market value in the current year. The result of
these calculations is the amount offoreign investment fund
income that is to be included in the assessable income ofthe
taxpayer.
Step 1- Calculating

the movement in the market

value
The movement in the market value of the taxpayer’s
interests in the FIF, which have a market value at the end
of the notional accounting period, that is, the foreign
investment fund amount is calculated in the following five
applications. [Section 512]
First application

Determine the market value ofthe taxpayer’s interests
in the FIF on the last day ofthe notional accounting
period.
The currency used for the market valuation on the first
application is to be used for the amount ascertained in
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each of the following four applications.
[Subsection 512(3)]
Second application

Add the value ofdistributions by the REF to the taxpayer
during the notional accounting period in respect ofthe
interests referred to in the first application.
Third application

If the taxpayer disposed of any interest in the FIF during
the notional accounting period, add the value ofany
distributions by the FIF in respect ofthe interests and
the proceeds ofany interests in the FIF which the
taxpayer disposed of during the notional accounting
period.
Fourth application

Deduct the opening market value (this is the same as
the value at the end ofthe previous notional accounting
period) of the interests at the commencement ofthe
notional accounting period.
Fifth application

Deduct the cost of any interests in the FIF which the
taxpayer acquired during the notional accounting period.
The aggregate of these five applications will give the foreign
investment fund amount.
Example I
Assume the opening value ofan FIF interest was
HK$50,000, and at the end ofthe notional accounting
period the closing value of the interest was
HK$53,000. There were no acquisitions, disposals or
distributions during the notional accounting period.
The increase in market value, the FIF amount, would
be HK$3,000.
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Example 2

Assume the opening value of a FIF interest was
HK$50,000, and at the end of the notional accounting
period the closing value ofthe interest was
HK$45,000. There were no acquisitions, disposals or
distributions during the accounting period. The
decrease in market value, the FIF amount, would be a
FIF loss ofHK$5,000.
Gross FIR income
If the foreign investment fund amount is positive, the
amount represents the gross foreign investment fund
amount. [Section 514]
FIR loss
If the foreign investment fund amount is negative a FIF loss
has occurred [section 515]. This HF loss may be carried
forward to be offset against future year’s gross FIF income
from the same FIF interest.

Step 2- Calculating the amount included in
assessable income
The second step is to determine the amount to be included
in assessable income the FlY income. [Section 516]
The gross FIF income is converted to Australian dollars at
the rate ofexchange applicable at the end ofthe notional
accounting period. The FIF income is then calculated by
subtracting from the gross FIT income any previous FIF
loss carried forward from prior years [subsection 516(2)].
If the result is positive there will be FIF income included in
the taxpayer’s assessable income. Any negative balance
will be carried forward to subsequent years as a FIF loss.
-

PiE loss carried forward from prior years
The total of any previous FIF loss is the amount by which
previous FIF losses exceed previous FIF income
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[subsection 516(5)] The special meaning of‘previous FIF
loss’ and ‘previous FIT income’ is discussed next.
Meaning ofprevious FIR loss
A previous FlY loss generally occurs when, in a prior
accounting period, the foreign investment fund amount is
negative.
A previous FIF loss also includes an amount that would
have been a foreign investment fund loss except for the
operation of one or more ofthe exclusions or exemptions in
section 485 and 486 Divisions 2 to 5 [subsection 516(6).
These exclusions and exemptions are the:
• exclusion ofsmall interest investors
• exclusion ofexempt visitors to Australia
• exemption for certain attributable taxpayers
• exemption for interest in foreign bank
• exemption for foreign companies principally engaged
in designated active business
• exemption for interests in an employer-sponsored
superannuation fund.
A previous FIF loss does not include any part of a FIF loss
which is taken into account in determining the amount of
any capital loss under Part lIlA (Capital Gains and Capital
Losses) of the Principal Act.
Meaning ofprevious FIRIncome
A previous FlY income generally occurs when, in a prior
notional accounting period, the FlY amount is positive.
Previous FIF income also includes an amount that would
have been FlY income except for the operation of one or
more ofthe exclusions or exemptions discussed above.

Part 2 Ascertaining market value
-

In order to apply the market value method, a taxpayer must
first ascertain the market value ofthe taxpayer’s interests
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in the FIF. [Section 513]
The means by which a market value is determined is by
reference to:
• the quoted market values for shares, options and

rights;
• the quoted market values for units in a listed unit
trust;
• the quoted market values ofconvertible notes;
• the quoted market values ofany similar interests.
Only quotations from an approved stock exchange will be
accepted (see Schedule 5 for the list ofapproved stock
exchanges).
For unlisted funds, the officially quoted buy-back or
redemption price of units will be used.

More than one specific quoted price
Shares, units and other instruments of a particular class of
interest in a FIF may be quoted on a number ofapproved
stock exchanges. When two or more approved stock
markets provide a quoted price for the taxpayer’s interest,
the taxpayer chooses the stock market from which the
market value will be taken. [Subsection 513(5))
Can the approved stock exchange be changed?
Once the taxpayer selects a approved stock exchange for
measurement ofthe market value that exchange will be
used for all future market value calculations for that FIF
interest. It will not matter that the size of the taxpayer’s
total interest in the FIF has been increased by acquisitions
from other exchanges or markets. However, if it is no
longer possible to use that market, the taxpayer will be able
to elect to use another approved market or approved
exchange. This may occur where, for example, the market
or stock exchange ceases to operate or the class ofinterest is
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delisted on that exchange, but it is still listed on another
exchange. [Subsection 513(611
What if quoted prices are not available?
If the quoted values are not available to the taxpayer at the
times market values are to be determined, either the
calculation method or the deemed rate ofreturn method is
tobeused. [Section 511)
If a class ofinterest in a FIF does not have a quoted value
(for example, the taxpayer has both preference and ordinary
shares in a company and the preference shares are not
quoted whilst ordinary shares are quoted) and the taxpayer
does not elect for the calculation method then the taxpayer’s
interests relating to the different classes must be split. The
deemed rate ofreturn method will be used for those
interests ofthe class which is not quoted.
Special rule where there is no quoted value at the
start of the FlY measures
The opening market value, at the commencement of a
particular notional accounting period, will generally be
determined by the value ofthe interest at the end of the
previous notional accounting period. This rule will be
modified where a FlY has a history ofmarket quotations,
but is not quoted immediately prior to the commencement of
the FIF measures on 1 July 1992 and, in the case of a trust,
did not have a unit buy-back or redemption price on that
date. In these circumstances, the opening value will be the
average of the value on the last reporting day before 1 July
1992 and the value on the next reporting day.

[Subsection 513(4)1
The reporting day means:
• in the case ofa foreign company, the day the directors
reported to the members on the financial position of
the company; or
in the case ofa foreign trust, the day the trustee or
manager ofthe trust reported to the holders of
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interests in the trust on th financial position ofthe
trust
[Subsection 513(V)
This averaging will only apply where the post 1 July 1992
reportingdateis not more than 12 months after iJuly 1992
and the reporting dates are not more than 12 months apart

ç

Chapter 12

Deemed Rate of
Return Method
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Deemed Rate of Return Method
Overview
This chapter explains the procedure for determining the
amount to be included in the taxpayer’s assessable income
based on the deemed rate of return method.
This chapter only discusses the application ofthe deemed
rate ofreturn method to an interest in a FIF. The
procedure for determining the amount to be included in the
taxpayer’s assessable income in relation to a foreign life
policy is covered in Chapter 10.

Explanation
Introduction
The deemed rate ofreturn method applies if it is not
practicable to apply the market value method (see Chapter
11) and the taxpayer has not chosen the calculation method
(see Chapter 13). [Subsection 509(2)1
Using this method there are four steps.
• The first step is to determine the taxpayer’s interests
in the Foreign Investment Fund (FIF) and whether
any ofthe interests constitute a group.
• The second step is to determine the opening value of
the interests. Different procedures are adopted for
determining the opening value at the beginning of the
FIF measures and for periods occurring after the first
notional accounting period ofthe FIF measures.
• The third step calculates the movement in the value of
the FIF throughout the notional accounting period.
This is called the FIF amount.
The fourth step converts the FIF amount to Australian
currency and determines the amount that will be
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included in the taxpayer’s assessable income. This is
called the FIF income.
There are two sections in this chapter. The first section
explains the steps in the application of the deemed rate of
return method. The second section shows how to calculate
the openingvalue for the current year.

Section 1: Application of the deemed
rate of return method
Step 1- Groups ofInterests
The deemed rate of return method is applied separately to
each group of interests held by the taxpayer. It is necessary
therefore, to determine the group or groups of interests in a
FIF held by the taxpayer.
Meaning of a ‘group of interests in aFW’
If a taxpayer had only one interest in a FIF during the
notional accounting period that interest is a group.
(Subsection 518(2))
Interests in a FlY that are ofthe same class (for example,
two parcels ofA class shares held during the same period
are considered as a group ofinterests. However, if interests
are ofdifferent classes (for example, A and B class shares
with different rights) then each class would be treated as a
separate group. Likewise, shares and options in a FIF
would form different groups. [Subsections 518(4) and (5)1
If a taxpayer had two or more interests in a FIF that are not
ofthe same group ofinterests the deemed rate of return
method is applied separately to each group.
[Subsection 518(3)]
Step 2- Calculating the opening value
This step determines the opening value of the interest in
the FIF as measured at the beginning ofthe notional
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accounting period. There are different procedures to be
applied for the beginning ofthe FIF measures and for
periods following the first notional accounting period of the
FIF measures. These procedures are explained in detail in
the second section, commencing on page 71.

Step 3- Calculating the movement

in the value of

the FJF (the FIE” amount)
Once the opening deemed value has been ascertained, the
FIF amount, that is, the movement in the value of the FlY
for the notional accounting period, is calculated by applying
the following formula: [Section 538]
Opening value

x (Deemed rate
of return + 4%)

x

Number of dave held
Total number of days

Where:
Opening value the amount determined in Step 2 ofthis
chapter.
Deemed rate of return the rate of interest applicable in
accordance with section 10 ofthe Taxation (Interest on
Overpayments) Act 1983 for the taxpayer’s year ofincome.
If there is more than one interest rate the weighted average
of those rates is used. The Government has announced that
the existing rate ofinterest on overpayments, 14.026 per
cent per annum, is to be reduced to 10 per cent. This
change is expected to operate from 1 July 1992.
Number of days held the number of days in the notional
accounting period in which the taxpayer had the interests
in the group.
Total number of days the total number of days in the
notional accounting period (usually 365 days).
Example 1
Assume an investor holds 2,000 A class shares and
1,000 B class shares in a Cayman Islands company.
Each class ofshares is a different group. On 1 July
1992, the parcel ofA class shares had a value of
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$C1200,000 and the parcel ofB class shares had a
value of$CI100,000. At the end ofthe FIF’s notional
accounting period there is no market value for either
class of share. Further, assume the deemed rate of
return is 10 per cent.
For the first year, under the deemed rate of return
method it will be necessary to multiply the opening
value by the deemed rate of return for each group as
follows.

A class shares:
$01200,000 x (10%

+

4%)x 365/365

$C128,000

B class shares:
$CJ100,000 x (10%

+

4%) x 365/365 = $0114,000

The FIF amounts for the groups will be $0128,000 and
$0114,000. The opening deemed value of parcel A
class shares for the following notional accounting
period would be $C1228,000 and the opening deemed
value ofparcel B class shares for the following
notional accounting period would be $C1114,000.

Example 2
Assume 1,000 C class shares are acquired 150 days
into the FIF’s notional accounting period for
$C1240,000. Application ofthe deemed rate ofreturn
method for the group constituted by the C class shares
would be as follows:
$01240,000 x (10%

+ 4%) x

(365-150)/365=$CI19,792

The FIF amount is $C119,792. The opening deemed
value ofthe C class shares for the following notional
accounting period would be $01259,792 ($CI240,000 +

$CI19, 792).
Step 4- Detentiining

the amount to be included

in assessable mcome (the FLY mcome)
The final step in applying the deemed rate ofreturn method
is to determine the amount attributed to the taxpayer, that
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is, the FIF income. To do this the FIF amount (as
calculated in step 3) is converted to the corresponding
amount in Australian currency. [Sections 534 and 535]
The rate ofexchange that applied at the end of the notional
accounting period is used to convert each group of interests
to the corresponding amount in Australian currency. If
there is only one group of interest, the FIF income will be
the amount converted into Australian currency. If there is
more than one group, the FIF income will be the sum ofthe
amounts already converted into Australian currency.
[Section 534]
Example 3
In the above example assume that an exchange rate of
$A1.00 $C16.00 operates. The FIF income for the
three groups constituted by the A,B and C class shares
would be the sum of:
Class A shares: $CI28,000/6 $A4,667
Class B shares: $CI14,000/6 $A2,333
Class C shares: $C119,792/6 ~ $A3.299
$A10,299
The taxpayer will need to include $A10,299 in
assessable income. [Section 506]

Section 2: Calculating the opening
value
Special rule for the start of the FIT measures
In the first year of application ofthe FIF measures, all FIFs
will be treated as if their first notional accounting period
commenced on 1 July 1992. Accordingly, this will mean
that a taxpayer to whom the deemed rate ofreturn method
is to apply in the first year will be required to calculate a
deemed value for each FIF interest as at that date. This
will represent the opening value of the FIF interest.
There will be three methods of calculating the opening
deemed value in the first year ofthe FIF measures. Use of
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the second method will only be required if the first cannot
be used. Similarly, the third method will only be used if the
first and second methods cannot applied.
[Subsections 522(1), 523(1) and 524(1)]
1- &evious quotation on approved stock exchange
The first method ofvaluation will apply where the FIF
interest has been quoted on an approved stock exchange.
When two or more approved stock markets provide a quoted
price, the taxpayer chooses the stock market from which the
openingvalue will be taken The list ofapproved stock
exchanges is at ScheduleS. [Subsection 522(4)]

If the FIF interest has been quoted on an approved stock
exchange on 1 July 1992 then that quoted price is taken to
represent the opening value. [Subsection 522(1)1
If the HF interest is not quoted on an approved stock
exchange on 1 July 1992 but an approved stock market
value is available at any time during the preceding 12
months, the valuation on that latest quoted date will be
used as the deemed value as at 1 July 1992.
[Subsection 522(2)]
In the case ofan interest in a trust that was not quoted on
1 July 1992 or during the preceeding 12 months, but for
which there was on 1 July 1992 a buy-back or redemption
price offered by the trustee or manager of the trust, then
that offer represents the opening value, If there was not a
buy-back or redemption price on 1 July 1992, the latest
price within the preceeding 12 months may be used.

[Subsection 522(3)]
2- Fair market value of investment
The second method of valuation uses a fair market value at
1 July 1992 as the opening value. To take advantage of this
method, a taxpayer will use an independent valuation of the
FIF interest. The valuation must be within a three month
period either side of; and including, 1 July 1992. The
valuation supplied will form the basis for the openingvalue.
[Subsection 523(2)1
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3-Initial investmentindexed at deemed nile ofiwturn
Under the third method ofvaluation, the initial investment
is increased by a deemed rate ofreturn for eachyear
between the acquisition date and the first actual application
ofthe deemed rate of return method. [Section 524]
Calculating the opening value for periods following
the start of the FIT measures
There are three methods for determining the opening value
of the interest in the FIF in periods following the start of
the PIP measures.
1-Opening value where the deemed rate ofreturn method
has applied in theprevious year
When the deemed rate of return has applied in the
immediately previous year the opening value is calculated
as outlined in the following three steps. [Section 5271
Step one
Determine the deemed value at the commencement of
the previous notional accounting period, and add the
value ofany interests acquired after the commencement
of the previous notional accounting period.
Step two
Add the FIF income for the previous notional accounting
period.
Step three

Deduct any distributions made by the FIT in the
previous notional accounting period in relation to the HF
interest.
2-Opening value where the calculation method or an
exemption has applied in the previousyear
Where the calculation method (see Chapter 13) or an
exemption from HF taxation applied in the immediately
previous year the opening value for the current period will
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be ascertained by one oftwo valuation methods.
[Subsection 528(1)1
The first method ofvaluation will apply where the HF
interest has been quoted on an approved stock exchange at
some time in the previous notional accounting period, but
does not have a market value at the end ofthat notional
accounting period. In order to approximate the closing
value, should a market value be available at any time
during the previous notional accounting period, that
valuation will be used as the deemed value as at the end of
that previous notional accounting period. If more than one
market value exists, then the latest market value for that
notional accounting period is to be used as the deemed
value as at the end ofthe notional accounting period.

[Subsection 528(2)1
Under the second method ofvaluation, the starting point for
entry into the deemed rate ofreturn method is ascertained
by increasing the initial investment by the deemed rate of
return as discussed above. This method will only be used
where the first method is not applicable.
[Subsection 528(3)1
3-Opening value where the market value method has
applied in thepreuiousyear
If the market value method has applied in the immediately
previous notional accounting period, then the openingvalue
for the current year will be the market value of the interest
in the FIF at the end of the previous notional accounting
period. [Section 529]
Opening value where the interests in a FIT were
acquired during a notional accounting period
If the interests in a HF were acquired during the notional
accounting period, the value of the interests is the
consideration paid or given by the taxpayer for the
acquisition. [Section 531]

Chapter 13
Calculation Method
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Calculation method
Overview
This chapter explains the calculation method of
determining whether any Foreign Investment Fund (FIF)
income accrued to the taxpayer.
The general scheme for the calculation method
The starting points for determining the calculated profit or
loss are the general provisions for the recognition ofincome
and capital gains [section 538] and for the recognition of
expenditure and other losses [section 546]. These
provisions must be viewed together.
The notional income ofthe HF for a particular notional
accounting period includes any gross income derived by the
FIF during that period. While the term ‘gross income’
encompasses the concept of gross receipts it is not limited to
gross receipts and, in appropriate circumstances, will
include a revenue profit. To determine how an amount is
taken into account that is, on a gross receipts basis or on a
profit basis regard must be had to the deduction
provisions.
-

-

As a general rule, where expenditure is allowed as it is
incurred, the income to which the expenses relate will be
brought to account on a gross receipts basis. However,
where expenditure is not brought to account as it is
incurred, the income will be brought to account on a profit
basis.
The general provision for deductions refers to the allowance
of losses or outgoings incurred during the notional
accounting period. The provision does not require that the
amount be incurred in the production of notional income.
There is also no exclusion of amounts that are ofa capital or
private nature.
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It is intended that the general deduction provision would,
subject to the exclusion of certain categories of outgoings
etc, allow an amount as it is incurred. For example,
expenditure on most trading stock would be immediately
deductible. The inference is that the gross proceeds of the
sale oftrading stock would be brought into notional income.
This can be distinguished from the case where the
expenditure on trading stock is not immediately deductible,
as is the case where the trading stock is land which is
excluded from immediate deductibility in all cases. In this
case, the inference is that the ‘gross income’ arising on the
sale ofthe land would be the profit on disposal ofthe land,
and not the gross proceeds on disposal.
The second limb of the general provision for calculating the
notional income of a FIF for a notional accounting period is
that profits and gains ofa capital nature will also be
brought to account when derived. In this case, it is expected
that the amount will usually be brought to account as a net
amount.
However, an amount cannot be effectively deducted twice.
Thus, the net amount brought to account will exclude any
amount previously taken into account.
[Subsections 538(2) and 553(2)]
Why is there a departure fmm thegeneral provisions of the
Principal Ad?
The scheme for the determination of a calculated profit is
markedly different to the general scheme of the Principal
Act that arises in subsections 25(1) and 51(1). There are
two reasons for this.
Firstly, on the income side, the objective is to make as little
distinction as is practical between profits on revenue
account and profits on capital account. This is because all
profits need to be taken into account in determining the
amount available for distribution.
Secondly, it is intended that the calculation be kept as
simple as is possible, having regard to the scope for deferral.
Thus, on the income side, there is little distinction between
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how revenue amount&and capital amounts are taken into
account. At the same time, profits accumulating in lower
tier entities and certain discounts are taken into account as
they accrue to prevent unacceptable deferral of the
recognition ofthe income.
On the deductions side, distinctions for deductibility on the
basis ofwhether or not an item is on revenue account would
preclude most taxpayer’s from using the calculation method.
For example, determining whether legal expenses were on
capital account or revenue account would be very difficult.
It is simpler to allow all expenditure immediately. This is
limited only in the identified cases where the allowance of
the expenditure would result in unacceptable deferral for
example, by reinvesting profits in securities or the
expenditure should be amortised and the amortisation
should be readily ascertainable from the accounts.
-

-

Explanation
Introduction
The calculation method will be used only if the taxpayer
elects that it applies. [Section 509]
This method involves a taxpayer determining the calculated
profit orcalculated loss of a FTP’ for a notional accounting
period. If there is a calculated loss, it may be carried
forward and taken into account for subsequent notional
accounting periods. If there is a calculated profit, the
taxpayer’s share ofthe calculated profit must be
determined. This share is determined by multiplying the
calculated profit of the FIF for the notional accounting
period by the taxpayer’s percentage interest in the FIF at
the end ofthat period (attribution percentage). The
resulting amount will be included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income for the year ofincome in which the
notional accounting period ofthe FIF ends. [Section 536]
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Determining the calculated profit or

calculated loss of the FIF
In determining the calculated profit or calculated loss of a
FIF, the first step is to work out the notional income of the
FIF. The second step is to work out the notional deductions
from that notional income, lithe notional income is greater
than the notional deductions then the excess is the
calculated profit of the ElF for the notional accounting
period. If the notional income is less than the notional
deductions then the difference is the calculated loss of the
FIF for the notional accounting period. [Section 537]
Application of anti-avoidance rules
Specific anti-avoidance rules to ensure that there is no
avoidance in the calculation of the FTP’ income will not be
included in these measures. Instead, reliance will be placed
on the general anti-avoidance rules ofPart WA ofthe
Principal Act.
Converting foreign currency
The calculations used in determining the calculated profit
or calculated loss of a ElF will be done in the currency in
which the ElF keeps its accounts. Amounts derived or
incurred by a FIF that are expressed in another currency
may be converted to the HF’s currency on any reasonable
and appropriate basis. [Subsections 537(5) and (6)1
The calculated profit or calculated loss ofa ElF will then be
converted to Australian dollars using the exchange rate
prevailing on the last day of the FTP’s notional accounting
period. [Subsection 537(7)1
The calculated loss will be carried forward in the foreign
currency.
Step!- Determining the notional income of a Fl]?
The notional income of a FIF will take into account the
gross income and profits and gains of a capital or revenue
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nature, that are derived during the PIE’s notional
accounting period. [Subsection 538(1)1
Discounted securities
The provisions ofDivision lifE ofPart III will apply if the
ELF holds a discounted security. Its purpose here is to
determine whether an amount in relation to discounted
securities is to be include in the notional income ofthe FTP’
of the notional accounting period. However, if an amount in
relation to a discounted security is recognised in the
accounts ofthe ElF on an accruals basis in accordance with
the accounting standards ofthe country in which the PIE is
established then the amount shown in the accounts is to be
used in preference to a Division IGE application.
[Subsections 540(1) and (2)]
If the FTP was a partner in a partnership the notional
income ofthe FTP includes its interest in any net income of
the partnership calculated for the accounting period of the
partnership which ends in the notional accounting period of
the ElF (which ends during the year of income). The net
income ofthe partnership is the amount by which the
notional income ofthe partnership exceeds the notional
deductions ofthe partnership for an accounting period of
the partnership. It is calculated as though the partnership
were a FJF and the accounting period ofthe partnership
were a notional accounting period.
[Subsections 541(1) and (2)1
Where a first tier FTP has an interest in a second tier FTP,
during the notional accounting period ofthe first tier PIP
that ended during the taxpayer’s year of income, generally
an amount ofsecond tier PIP income will be included in the
notional income ofthe first tier PIP as if it was a resident.
However in applying the ELF measures to the second tier
FIF, the taxpayer will not be able to elect for the calculation
method to apply to that second tier FIF. Instead, the FTP’
income arising from the second tier ElF is to be calculated
in accordance with the market value method or the deemed
rate ofreturn method. [Section 542]
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The notional income of the FTP in respect ofthe notional
accounting period which ended during the year ofincome
does not include any dividend or distribution paid to the
FTP by another PIP. [Section 543]

The existing rules for constructive receipt of income, profits
or gains will be incorporated in the calculation. Any
amount that is reinvested, accumulated, capitalised, carried
to a reserve, sinking fund or insurance fund will be taken to
have been derived by the PIP. Income, profits or gains will
be taken into account in calculating the notional income of
the ElF even where the income, profit or gains are not
actually paid to the FTP but are dealt with on behalf of the
ElF or on its direction. [Section 5441
An amount included in the notional income of the PIE’ is to
be included as a pre-tax amount. [Section 545]

Step 2- DetermThing the notional deductions
Most expenses ofthe taxpayer will be deductible in the
notional accounting period in which they are incurred,
provided that the expenses relate to income and profits or
gains of a revenue nature included in the determination of
the notional income ofthe ElF. [Section 546]
Expenditure on trading stock will be a notional deduction in
the period in which it is incurred. [Section 547]
A notional deduction will not be allowed for expenditure ofa
capital nature in the acquisition ofshares or interests in
shares in a company, interests in a trust, or other securities.
Instead, the cost will be taken into account in determining
any profit or loss on disposal of the interest. [Section 548]
Expenditure on the purchase ofcertain assets will be
amortised over the effective life ofthe asset. This will apply
to assets such as plant and equipment, licences, patents and
any other assets prescribed by regulation. The amount
shown in the accounts ofa ELF will be deducted if:
the accounts conform with generally accepted
accounting principles;
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the accounts give a true and fair view ofthe financial
position of the PIP; and
the accounting principles provide for the amount to be
amortised over the effective life ofthe asset that is,
the value of the asset is not written off immediately
the expenditure is incurred. [Subsection 549(1)1
-

Expenditure on the acquisition of any other property will
not be amortized. [Subsection 549(2)1
The interest ofa PIP in a partnership loss will be allowed as
a notional deduction where the PIE was a partner in a
partnership at the end of the accounting period of the
partnership which ends in the notional accounting period of
the PIP. A partnership loss is the amount by which the
notional deductions of the partnership exceed the notional
income of the partnership for an accounting period ofthe
partnership. The amount is calculated as though the
partnership were a PIP and the accounting period of the
partnership were a notional accounting period.
[Subsections 550(1) and (2)]
Calculated losses of the FTP arising in previous notional
accounting periods, that have not been allowed as a
notional deduction can be recouped in the current notional
accounting period [subsection 551(1)1. These loss
deductions are used in the order in which they occurred.
[Subsection 551(2)]
A notional deduction will be allowed from the notional
income ofthe ELF for Australian tax and foreign taxes paid
by a PIP to the extent that the tax relates to the income or
gains included in the calculation ofthe notional income of
the PIP. [Section 552]

A notional deduction is not allowed from the income of the
PIE for expenditure incurred by the PIP during the notional
accounting period in respect of the acquisition of:
plant, articles or industrial or other property referred
to in paragraph 549(1)(a);
land or buildings;
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goodwill;
gold, silver or other precious metals; or
any other capital assets.
[Subsection 558(1)]
However, expenditure which is associated with these, for
example, legal fees, is not precluded by this subsection.
There is a further exclusion for all expenditure incurred in
the repayments of debts.
An amount is not allowed as a notional deduction from the
notional income of the El? in respect ofthe notional
accointing period ofthe PIP to the extent to which:
• a net amount has been, or will be, included in the
notional income of the flE for the notional accounting
period or ofa previous notional accounting period; or
• a net amount would have been, or would be, included
in the notional income ofthe PIP for a previous
notional accounting period had the taxpayer been
required to calculate the notional income for that
previous notional accounting period.
The purpose of this subsection is to prevent the same
expenditure being allowed more than once as a notional
deduction. [Subsection 553(2)1

Step 3- Calculate the taxpayer’s attntution
percentage in respect

of interests in the J!LF

A taxpayers attribution percentage in respect of
interests in a foreign company
The taxpayer has to include in assessable income the
taxpayer’s attribution percentage of a PIP’s calculated
profit. The attribution percentage will reflect the greatest
ofthe taxpayer’s rights in relation to the ELF to receive
income or capital or to participate in decision making.
[Subsection 555(1)]
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At a particular time, a taxpayer’s PIP attribution
percentage in relation to a company will be equal to the
percentage that the taxpayer holds or is ‘entitled to acquire’
(see Chapter 2- Key Concepts) in:
• the total paid-up share capital ofthe company;
• the total rights to vote, or to participate in decision
making, in relation to distributions ofprofit or capital
ofthe company;
• the total rights to vote, or to participate in decision
making, in relation to the constituent document ofthe
company;
• the total rights to vote, or to participate in decision
making, in relation to a variation to the share capital
ofthe company; or
• the total rights to distributions of profits or capital on
winding-up, or at any other time.
Where different percentages arise under the different types
of rights described above then the PIP attribution
percentage will be the greatest ofthose percentages.
[Subsection 555(1) and (2)]
The attribution percentage is worked out on the basis of the:
• capital ofthe company at the end of the notional
accounting period; or
• the profits ofthe company for the notional accounting
period. [Paragraph 555(3) (a)]
It is assumed that the taxpayer’s ‘rights’ in relation to the
FIF at the test time applied at all times throughout the
applicable period. [Paragraph 555 (3) (b)]

Attribution percentage applicable to a taxpayer’s
interests in a foreign trust
If the beneficiaries ofthe trust are presently entitled to, or
if the trustee distributes or allocates to the beneficiaries, all
ofthe income, profits or gains ofa foreign trust that arises
during the trust’s notional accounting period, then the
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taxpayers attribution percentage will be calculated by
reference to the present entitlement and the amount
distributed to the taxpayer out ofthe income, profits or
gains. [Subsection 556(1)]
The distributions have to be made within the notional
accounting period or within two months of the end of the
notional accounting period.
The income, profits or gains referred to are not the net
income for Division 6 purposes. Instead they are the
accounting income, profits or gains of the trust.
[Subsection 556(2)1
If the income, profits or gains ofthe foreign trust are not
fully distributed or allocated to beneficiaries, as described
above, then the taxpayer’s attribution percentage will be
equal to the greater of the percentages of the taxpayer’s
interest in, and entitlement to acquire:
• the income of the trust; or
• the corpus of the trust. [Subsection 556(7)1
The attribution percentage is worked out on the basis of the:
• income of the trust for the period; or
• the corpus of the trust at the end of the period.
[Subsection 556(6)]

It is assumed that the taxpayer’s rights in relation to the
foreign trust at the test time applied at all times throughout
the applicable period. [Paragraph 556(7)(d)]
Step 4- Determining the amount to be included
in the taxpayer’s assessable income

Taxpayer’s FL? interest does not change
In general, the amount to be included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income will be determined by multiplying the
calculated profit of the FTP for the notional accounting
period by the taxpayer’s percentage interest in the PIP at
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the end of that period (attribution percentage).
[Sections 554 and 556]
Taxpayer’s share

=

Calculated profit

x

of FIF Income

Attribution
percentage

Example 1
Assume a taxpayer has a one per cent interest in a PIP
for the entire notional accounting period for which the
calculated profit ofthe PIP is $A10 million. Assume
also the FTP fails the active business exemption and
that the taxpayer elects to use the calculation method.
The taxpayer would include $Al00,000 in assessable
income as follows:
$Alomillionx 1%x=

$A100,000

Part year holding
If the taxpayer bad an interest in a FTP for only a particular
part ofthe notional accounting period, the above formula is
modified by multiplying it by the proportion ofthe number
ofdays throughout the period in which the taxpayer held
the interest. [Subsections 554(3) and 556(5)]
Taxpayers
share of
Income

=

Calculated
profit

x Attribution
percentage

x Number of days
Total number ofdays

Example 2
As in the previous example, assume a taxpayer has a
one per cent interest in a PIP. However, the interest
was acquired 60 days into the FTP’s notional
accounting period and was still held at the end ofthat
period. The calculated profit ofthe PIP is
$AI0 million. Assume also the PIF fails the active
business exemption and that the taxpayer elects to use
the calculation method. The taxpayer would include
$A83,561 in assessable income as follows:
$A10 million x 1% x (365-60/365) =

$A83,561
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Where a taxpayer holds an interest in the PIP during a
notional accounting period and adds to or reduces that
interest during the period, the amount included in
assessable income will be altered to reflect the changing
size of the attribution interest.
Example 3
Assume that a taxpayer has a one per cent interest in
a PIP at the beginning ofthe PIP’s notional accounting
period, and buys another two per cent 100 days into
the period. There are no disposals by the end ofthe
year ofincome in which the notional accounting period
ends. Assume also that the PIP fails the active
business exemption, the taxpayer elects for the
calculation method and the calculated profit ofthe PIP
is $A10 million. The taxpayer would include
A$245,205 in assessable income as follows:
$A10 million x [1% +(2% x 265/365)]

=

$A245,205

Example 4
Assume the same facts as in the previous example
except that the taxpayer sells half of the one per cent
interest 100 days into the PIP’s notional accounting
period, and acquires the two per cent interest 50 days
before the end of the period. The assessable income
would be A$91,095 as follows:
$A10 million x [.5% +(.5% x 100/365)
=

$A10 million x .91095%

=

$A91,095

+

(2% x 50/365)]

ExampleS
The facts differ from those in the previous example in
that the taxpayer sells all of the one per cent interest
100 days into the PIP’s notional accounting period. As
the one per cent interest was completely disposed of
before the end of the year of income it is not taken into
consideration under the PIP measures. The assessable
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income of the taxpayer under the PIP measures would
include $27,397 in respect of the two per cent interest
acquired 50 days before the end of the period,
calculated as follows:

$A10 million x [2% x 50/3651

=

$A27,397
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Chapter 14
Reduction of FIF
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Distributed Profits
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Reduction of FIF Income for
Distributed Profits
Overview
This Chapter will describe the reduction ofthe amount of
PIP income to be included in a taxpayer’s assessable income
because ofa distribution made during a notional accounting
period from profits which are included in the taxpayer’s
attributable income ofthe PIP at the end ofthat period.

Background
Distributions of amounts which have been attributed to a
taxpayer under the PIF measures are to be exempt from tax
when paid to that taxpayer [section 23AK1. Where the PIP
makes a distribution out of current year profits which are
included in the VIP’s attributable income for that year, the
attributable taxpayer would, in the absence of specific rules
to provide relief, be taxable on the taxpayer’s share of the
distribution as well as a share of the attributable income.
Section 507 ensures that such multiple taxation will not
arise by reducing the amount of the attributable income of
the PIP for that period.

Explanation
The amount to be included in the assessable income of a
taxpayer under the PIP measures in a year of income is to
be reduced by an amount paid by aFIP to the taxpayer
during a notional accounting period ofthe PIP. The amount
to be included under the PIP measures is reduced to the
extent that the payment was included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income. fSubsection 507W]
Example
A taxpayer, Ms Thompson, had an interest in the PIP
at the end ofher year ofincome and her interest was
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not exempt from the PIP measures. Ms Thompson
used the market value method to determine the
amount to be included in her assessable income under
the FTP measures for the notional accounting period of
the PIP that ended in her year ofincome. The market
value increase calculated under that method was
$20,000. The PIP paid an assessable dividend of
$10,000 to her on the last day ofthe PIP’s notional
accounting period.
Normally, Ms Thompson’s PIP income would be
$20,000. However, because ofsubsection 507(1), her
PIP income is reduced by the amount ofthe dividend
that is, from $20,000 to $10,000. The $10,000
dividend would also be included in her assessable
income.

-

A reduction will also be made where the taxpayer has had
an amount approximating a dividend included in assessable
income under section 457. This only applies where the PIP
was previously a CFC (referto Chapter 6).

[Subsection 507(2)]

1~ Chapter 15
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Attribution Accounts
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General

Overview
This chapter deals with the prevention of potential
Australian double taxation that could arise where, after
having been subject to PIP taxation under these measures,
a taxpayer later:
• receives a distribution ofincome and/or gains from
the PIP; or
• disposes ofthe interest in the PIP.
The system of attribution accounts described in this chapter
for preventing double taxation is similar in its operation to
the CPC attribution account system in Divisions 4 and 5 of
Part X of the Principal Act.
The Chapter does not deal with cases where the PIP
measures apply in the calculation ofthe attributable income
ofa CPC under existing Part X, or the calculation ofthe net
income ofa foreign trust for the purposes ofthe existing
Division 6 or 6AAA ofthe Principal Act. These cases are
dealt with in Chapters 19, 20 and 21.

Background to the taxation of
distributions
Taxation of dividends received from foreign
companies
Under the Principal Act, a dividend paid by a foreign
company directly to a resident taxpayer is generally
included in the assessable income ofthe taxpayer. The
three exceptions to this rule are:
• dividends paid to any taxpayer where the dividend is
paid out ofprofits that have been previously
attributed to that taxpayer under the CPC measures;
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dividends paid by a company resident in a listed
country to an Australian company that has a nonportfolio interest (with at least 10 per cent ofthe
voting interest) in the foreign company; and
• dividends paid by a company resident in an unlisted
country to an Australian company that has a nonportfolio interest in the foreign company. This applies
only to the extent that the dividend is paid out of
profits that have been taxed in Australia or
comparably taxed in a listed country.
Taxation of distributions from foreign trusts
Under the Principal Act, the foreign income and gains ofa
foreign trust may be taxed when:
• a taxpayer is presently entitled to a share ofthe net
income of the trust estate; or
• an amount is paid to the taxpayer or applied for the
benefit of the taxpayer out ofcertain income ofthe
trust of the current, or a previous, year ofincome that
has not been subject to Australian tax by assessment.

Objectives of the legislation
Exemption of distributions where there has been
previous FIF attribution
A distribution made by a PIF to a taxpayer will be exempt
to the extent that the income was previously attributed to
that taxpayer in respect ofthat PIP. A system of accounts
will be used to keep track ofthe previously attributed
amounts. The exemption will only be available where the
distribution comes to the particular taxpayer who was
subject to attribution.
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Reduction of consideration on disposal of a PIP
mterest
The consideration received on disposal of a PIP interest is
normally taken into account in the calculation of a
taxpayer’s assessable income either as ordinary income
under subsection 25(1) or under the CGT provisions of Part
lilA. However, the consideration on disposal ofthe FIP
interest that is taken into account will be reduced by the
previously attributed PIP income that has not been
distributed to the taxpayer.

Explanation
To claim the exemption ofdistributions or the reduction of
consideration on disposal, a taxpayer will need to keep
records of:
• income attributed to the taxpayer from a PJF; and
• income distributed to the taxpayer by the PIP which is
treated as distributed from the attributed income.
These records are called °FIFattribution accounts”.
In addition, the taxpayer will need to record the amount of
the reduction of consideration on disposal of an interest in
the PIP because ofprevious attribution.
Taxpayer’s who have claimed a foreign tax credit at the
attribution stage (i.e., taxpayers who have used the
calculation method) for tax paid by the PIP will need to
maintain “attributed tax accounts”. The foreign tax credit
which is normally allowed on the distribution ofprofits
which have been subject to tax under the PIP measures will
be reduced by the tax credit which the taxpayer has already
claimed.
Exemption of distributions
The amount ofa distribution (called a ‘PIP attribution
account payment’) that will be exempt will be determined by
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the surplus (called a ‘PIP attribution surplus’) in the PIP
attribution account for that FIP.
The account will be credited (added to) by the amount of the
attribution in respect of that FIF. The account will be
debited (reduced) by the amount distributed to the taxpayer
by the PIP. In these cases, provided that the dividend or
trust distribution does not exceed the surplus remaining in
the account at the time the payment is made, the dividend
or trust distribution will be exempt from tax. If the
payment exceeds the surplus, the part ofthe payment equal
to the surplus will be exempt.
The PIP attribution account maintained by the taxpayer for
a FIF is specific to the taxpayer. For instance, if a taxpayer
sells the shares comprising the taxpayer’s interest in a PIP,
the taxpay&r cannot transfer the REP attribution account
surplus to the purchaser ofthe shares.
Explanations ofthe terms “PIP attribution account
payment”, “PIP attribution surplus”, “PIP attribution
credit”, “PIP attribution debit” and “PIP attribution account
percentage” used in relation to PIP attribution accounts are
given below. These are followed by examples of the
operation of attribution accounts to prevent double taxation
where a distribution is made from income previously
attributed to the taxpayer.
FIR attribution surplus
The surplus in a PIP attribution account at the time of an
attribution account payment is the excess of the credits
(called ‘PIP attribution credits’) over the debits (called ‘PIP
attribution debits’). [Section 5611
FIR attribution credits
A PIP attribution credit arises for a taxpayer if an amount
is included in the taxpayer’s assessable income under the
PIP measures because of the taxpayer’s interest in the PIP.
A PIP attribution credit will also arise for an Australian
partnership orAustralian trust that is interposed between
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the taxpayer and the PIP which gives rise to foreign
investment fund income. [Subsection 562(1)1
Where the attribution account payment was made to an
entity other than a partnership or trust the amount ofthe
PIP attribution credit is equal to the amount included in the
assessable income of the taxpayer under the PIP measures.
[Subsection 562(2)1
FlFattribution debits
A PIP attribution debit arises for a PIP attribution account
entity for a taxpayer where:
• the entity makes a PIP attribution account payment to
the taxpayer, an Australian trust or an Australian
partnership; and
• immediatelybefore the payment is made, the entity
has an attribution surplus in relation to the taxpayer.
[Subsection 563(1)1
The PIP attribution debit arises when the PIP attribution
account payment was made [subsection 563(3)1. The
amount ofthe PIP attribution debit is the lesser of the PIP
attribution surplus and:
• if the attribution account payment was made to the
taxpayer, the PIP attribution account payment; or
• in any other case, the taxpayer’s PIP attribution
account percentage of the attribution account
payment. [Subsection 563(2)]

A taxpayer’s PIP attribution account percentage in a PIP
attribution account entity is the interest the taxpayer has in
the income or profits ofthe entity, whether directly, or
indirectly through one or more interposed partnerships or
trusts (but not companies). [Section 559]
~fl? attribution accxuntpayments
PIP attribution account payments include:
a dividend paid by a company to a shareholder;
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a partner’s share of the net income of a partnership of
the year ofincome;
a beneficiary’s share ofthe net income of a trust estate
ofthe year ofincome;
• an amount included in the assessable income ofa
beneficiary under section 99B during the year of
income in relation to a distribution made by a trust
estate; and
• an amount ofthe income, profits or gains ofthe trust
estate on which the trustee would be assessable under
section 99 or 99A. [Section 5601
The attribution account payment arises at the end ofthe
taxpayer’s year ofincome in which a distribution is made.
Exemption of distributions made directly to the
taxpayer
The most common cases where the exemption will operate is
where the taxpayer receives:
• a dividend from a foreign company; or
• a trust distribution from a foreign trust,
and the taxpayer’s attribution accounts for the entity show
that there is an attribution surplus. [Section 23AKJ
Exwnples showing the operation ofRIPattribution
accounts where a taxpayer holds an interest in a FL?
directly
Example 1:
Assume that a resident individual (Ms Smith) has an
interest in a foreign company (Porco) that is not a
CPU. Porco’s statutory accounting period ends on
30 June, as does the taxpayer’s year ofincome. In
year one Porco had an accounting profit of $1,000,000
and Ms Smith had PIP income in respect of Porco of
$5,000. The $5,000 wouldbe included in Ms Smith’s
assessable income under section 506.
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In this case, Ms Smith will be exempt in respect of the
next $5,000 ofdividends paid by Forco. To achieve
this, Ms Smith would credit the PIP attribution
account in respect ofPorco with the $5,000 at the end
ofthe notional accounting period ofPorco as follows:
Ms Smith’s FIF attribution account (Forco)
30.6.93

AttributIon

$5,000

Example 2:
Assume that in year 2 Ms Smith’s PIP income in
respect ofthe interest in Forco was $4,000 and that on
31 December 1994, Porco paid a dividend of$3,000 to
Ms Smith.
The dividend is a PIP attribution account payment at
the time the dividend is paid. Ms Smith would debit
the PIP attribution account in respect of Porco with
the $3,000 at the time the dividend was paid as
follows:
Ms Smith’s Fif attribution account (Forco)
31.12.94

DMdend

$3,000

30.6.93

AttrIbution

$5,000

The $3,000 dividend received by Ms Smith would be
exempt income. The $4,000 PIP income in respect of
Ms Smith’s interest in the PIP would be included in
her assessable income under section 506. Ms Smith
would credit the PIP attribution account in respect of
Porco with $4,000 at the end of the notional
accounting period of Forco as follows:
Ms $mlthrs ElF attribution account (Force)
31.12.94

DMdend

$3,000

30.6,93

Attribution

$5,000

30.t94

Attribution

$4,000
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ExampleS

Assume that on 30 June 1995 Porco paid a dividend to
Ms Smith of$7,000 and that there was no PIP income
in that year. Ms Smith would debit the PIP
attribution account with $6,000 (the lesser of the
dividend and the surplus in the account) at the time
the dividend was paid.
Ms Smith’s HF attribution account (Forco)
31.12.94
30.6.95

Dividend

$3,000

30.6.93

Attribution

$5,000

balance

$6,000

30.6.94

Attribution

$4,000

DMdend

$6,000

31.12.94

Surplus

$6,000

The excess ofthe amount of the dividend over the amount
debited to the PIP attribution account ($1,000) would be
included in Ms Smith’s assessable income.
Attribution to an Australian partneitip or trust

It could also be the case that the taxpayer was a beneficiary
ofan Australian trust or a partner in an Australian
partnership and the HP income was attributed indirectly to
the taxpayer because ofthe interest in the partnership or
trust.
As mentioned, the FIP attribution accounts are specific to a
particular taxpayer. In line with this, where the attribution
is to an Australian partnership or an Australian trust, the
credit does not attach to the partnership or the trust.
Instead, the credit attaches to the person paying the tax
that is, the partner, the beneficiary or the trustee (as the
case may be). Where there are multiple trusts or a chain of
partnerships and trusts, the credit attaches to the person
who ultimately pays the tax. [Subsection 562(4)1
-

This is achieved using the concept of a ‘tax detriment’. A
tax detriment is the amount by which a person is
disadvantaged because an amount has been included in the
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net income of an Australian partnership or an Australian
trust. [Section 478]
Where there is such a tax detriment, an attribution credit
that arises because of PIP attribution does not arise to the
Australian partnership or the Australian trust.
[subsection 562(5) 1. The credit will instead arise to the
partner, beneficiary or trustee and it will arise at the same
time that the credit would have arisen to the partnership or
trust. [Paragraph 562(4)(d)]
The above treatment does not apply to:
(a)
(b)

resident public unit trusts; and
resident trusts that are not subject to the general trust
provisions in Division 6 ofthe Principal Act that is,
corporate unit trusts, public trading trusts and eligible
entities within Part IX ofthe Act.
[Subsection 562(7)]
For these trusts, the trustee receives the attribution credit
-

rather than the beneficiaries.
The table on the next page shows the types of tax
detriments.
When the PIP subsequently makes a distribution to the
Australian partnership or Australian trust, the taxpayer
debits the FIP attribution account by the taxpayer’s share of
that dividend. That share is worked out by multiplying the
taxpayer’s PIP attribution percentage in the Australian
partnership or trust receiving the distribution by the
amount ofthe distribution, The PIP attribution percentage
is the amount ofthe taxpayer’s entitlement to the income or
profits ofthe Australian partnership or Australian trust.
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Attribution credits arising topwtzers, beneficiariesand
Personwith
detriment

Whytaxdetrlment
occurs

Person with
credit

Amount of credit

A partner

The taxpaye~sshare of
That partner
the net Income of a
partnership i~icreases
because ofthe inclusion of

Theamountofthe
increase

FiFincome.
A partner

The taxpayers share of
That partner
the net loss of a
partnership decreases
because of the inclusion of
ElF income.

Theamountofthe
decrease

A partner

The taxpaye?s changes
That partner
fromhaVmgashareofthe
net loss of a partnership to
having a share of the net
income of a partnership.

The sum of the
reduction in the share of
thenetlossandthe
increase in the share of
the net income.

A beneficiary

The amount included in
the beneficiary’s
assessable lucome
increases because of the
inclusion of FIF income in
the calculation of the net
income of the trust,

That beneficiary

Theamountof the
increase.

The trustee

The amount on which the
trustee was assessed
increases because of the
inclusion ofthe FIF
income in the calculation
of the net income of the
thist.

The trustee

The amount ofthe
increase.
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Whenare ELFattribution accountpayments made?
To calculate the taxpayer’s exemption, the taxpayer will
also need to know when the PIP attribution account
payments are taken to have been made. The following table
sets out:
• the types of FIP attribution account payments that can
occur alongthe chain ofentities between the PIP and
the taxpayer;
• the entities that are treated as making and receiving a
PIP attribution account payment; and
• the time when the payment is taken to be made.
Timing ofElF attributionpayments
Type of entity
Entity mekhig Entity receiving Time of payment
payment

payment

Dividend

Paying
company

Shareholder

Date of dividend

Partne?s share of net
income of a partnership

Partnership

Partner

End of income year of
p’ship

Share of net income of a
trust estate equal to the
beneficiary’s present
ent~lement

trust

beneficiary

End of income year of
trust

Whole or part of net income
of trust estate assessable to
trustee (s99 or 99A)

trust

trustee

End of income year of
bust

‘

trust
Other distribution of
accumulated trust income (if
liabletoAusttaxif
beneficiary was a resident)

~
beneficiary

End of income year in
which distribution was
made
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Attribution debits arising topartners, beneficiaries and
Type of payment

From

To

Debitto

Resultof debit

—S

account for FIF
Dividend

Foreign
company

Taxpayer

Lesser of payment Exemption for
and surplus
taxpayer

Dividend

Foreign
company

Australian
trust

Lessorof payment Creditto trust
and surplus
account

Dividend

Foreign

Australian
Lesser of payment Credit to p’ship
partherahj~ and surplus
account

company
Share of the net
Income of a
parbiemh~

Australian
Partner
parthemh~,

Lesser of payment Exemption for
and surplus
taxpayer

Share of the net
income of a trust

Australian
trust

Beneficiary

Lesserof payment Exemption for
and surplus
taxpayer

Share of the net
incomeofatnist

Australian
trust

Trustee

t.esserof payment Exemption for
andsurphis
taxpayer

Distribution bum
trust

Foreign
trust

Taxpayer

Lesserof payment Exemption for
and surplus
taxpayer

Distribution from
trust

Foreign
trust

Australian
trust

Lesser of payment
arid surplus

Credit to trust

Distribution from
trust

Foreign
trust

Australian
partnership

Lesser of payment
and surplus

Credit to p’ship
account

account
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Attribution credits arising topartners, beneficiaries and
fruska
Person with
detriment

Whytax detrtrnent occurs

Person with
credit

Amountof
credit

A partner

The taxpayers share of the net
income of a partnership increases
because of the inclusion of FIF
income.

That partner

The amount of
the increase

A partner

The taxpaye~sshare of the net loss
of a partnership decreases because
of the inclusion of FIF income.

That partner

The amount of
the decrease

Apartner

The taxpayer% changes from having a That partner
share of the net loss of a partnership
to having a share of the net income of
a partnership.

Thesumofthe
reduction in the
share of the net
lossandtho
increase in the
share of the net
income.

A beneficiary The amount included in the
beneficiary’s assessable income
increases because of tIre inclusion of
FIF income in the calculationof the
net income of the trust.

That
beneficiary

The amount of
the increase.

The amount on which the trustee was
assessed increases because of the
inclusion of the FIF income in the
calculation of the net income of the
bust.

The trustee

The amount of
the increase.

The trustee

Exemption ofpreviously attributed HF inwme derived
through apaflnersh~por trust
Where the distribution from a F’IF is received through an
interposed partnership or trust, the exemption will operate
where:
-

• the taxpayer, afterthe distribution of an amount from
the flF’ to the partnership or trust, would be required
to include an amount in respect ofthe trust or
partnership in the taxpayer’s assessable income; and
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at the time ofthat distribution, the taxpayer had an
attribution surplus for that FIF.
The distribution to the partnership or trust will still be
included in the calculation of the net income ofthe trust or
partnership. However, once the taxpayer’s share of that net
income is cletern]ined, the amount will be exempt to the
extent of the attribution surplus.
Etaznple ofthe operation ofHF attribution accounts
where a taxpayer holds an interest in aHF indirectly
Example 4:
Assume two residents Mr and Mrs Smith are equal
beneficiaries in a trust (Austrust) that is resident of
Australia. The trust deed gives the beneficiaries
present entitlement, in equal proportions, to
Austrust’s income. Assume that Austrust has an
interest in a foreign company (Porco) that is not a
CFC. Forco’s statutory accounting period ends on
30 June, as do Austrust’s and Mr and Mrs Smith’s
years ofincome. In year one Forco had an accounting
profit of $1,000,000 and Austrust bad PIP income in
respect of Forco of$5,000, plus other income of $2,000.
The trust incurred no expenses. In addition to the
$2,000 other income, the $5,000 attributable income
from Forco would be included in the calculation of
Austrust’s net income under section 95 ofthe Principal
Act. The assessable income ofeach of Mr and
Mrs Smith would include $3,500 in respect of
Austrust, being half ofthe net income of $7,000.
There is a tax detriment for Mr and Mrs Smith by
virtue ofFIF income beingincluded in the calculation
ofAustrust’s net income.
In this case, Mr and Mrs Smith will eachbe exempt in
respect of the next $2,500 of dividends paid by Forco.
There would be no PIP attribution credit for Mistrust
in respect of the FIF.
In order to gain the exemption for subsequent
distributions, Mr Smith would credit his PIP
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attribution account in respect of Forco with the $2,500
as follows: (Note that a similar set of accounts would
be kept by Mrs Smith).
Mr Smith’s FIF attribution account Qorco)
30.6.93

AttributIon

$2,500

Assume that in year two, Austrust had no FIF income
and that during the second statutory accounting
period, Forco paid a dividend of $3,000 to Austrust.
The trust bad no other income or deductions.

The dividend would give rise to a FIF attribution
account payment at the time the dividend is paid.
Mr Smith would debit the PIP attribution account in
respect ofForco with his share ofthe dividend that
is, the amount calculated by multiplying Mr Smith’s
FIF attribution account percentage in Austrust by the
dividend received by Austrust. The result will be a
debit of $1,500 (50% x $3,000) as follows:
-

Mr Smith’s RF attribution account (Forco)
31.12.94

DivIdend

$1,500

30.6.93

Att~buUon

$2,500

Mr Smith would also open a PIP attribution account
for Austrust as follows:
Mr Smith’s flF attribution account (Mistrust)
31.12.94

Dividend

$1,500

In calculating the net income ofAustrust, the dividend
would be included in that calculation that is, the net
income ofAustrust would be $3,000.
-

Mr Smith’s share of that net income would be $1,500.
This amount is an PIP attribution account payment
from Austrust to Mr Smith. Therefore, Mr Smith
would, at the end ofthe Austrust’s year ofincome,
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debit his PIP attribution account for Austrust by the
lesser ofthe payment and the surplus as follows:
Mr Smith’s HF attribution account (Austrust)
30.6.95

Share of net

1,500

31.12.94

DMdend

$1,500

Income

When it came to including an amount in Mr Smith’s
assessable income, the share ofthe net income ofAustrust
($1,500) would be reduced by the amount of the debit to his
PIP attribution account for Austrust ($1,500) and, in respect
ofAustrust, no amount would be included in assessable
income.

Attributed tax accounts for FIFs
Overview
Only taxpayers who can claim a foreign tax credit for tax
paid by a PIP will need to maintain an attributed tax
account for that PIP. Broadly, the circumstances where a
taxpayer will need to maintain an attributed tax account
are where:
• the taxpayer uses the calculation method for
determining the amount to be included in the
taxpayer’s assessable income under the PIP measures:
and
either:
• the PIP is a company which is related to the company
taxpayer [Section 160AFCEJ; or
• the taxpayer is a beneficiary of a PIP which is a trust
estate [Section JOOAFGFJ.
The system for the maintenance ofattributed tax accounts
for FIFs parallels that for the attribution accounts for PIFs
described earlier in this Chapter. When income which has
been previously attributed is distributed to a taxpayer, the
foreign tax credit is initially calculated on the basis that no
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foreign tax credit was allowed for foreign tax paid on the
attributed income at the time it was attributed. The foreign
tax credit calculated in this way will be reduced by the
credit actually allowed at the time the attributable income
ofthe FIF was included in the assessable income of the
taxpayer.
The attributed tax accounts trace the foreign tax credit that
was allowed at the attribution stage so that this reduction
may be made. The purpose ofthe attributed tax account is
to determine the formula component “AT” in section
16OAFCG (refer to the notes on section 16OAFCG in chapter
16). Formula component “AT” is deducted from the foreign
tax credit referable to the distribution ofprofits which have
been subjectto tax under the VIP measures.
Where a taxpayer’s share of the attributable income of a
HF is attributed to the taxpayer and credited (attribution
credit) to the taxpayer’s attribution account for the PIP, the
attributed tax account for the PIP is also credited with a
corresponding amount of foreign tax in respect of the
amount attributed.
When the PIP makes an attribution account payment, the
payment is debited (attribution debit) to the relevant
attribution account, and the corresponding attributed tax
account is debited with an amount representing the foreign
tax attributable to the attribution debit.
As in the case of attribution accounts for PIFs, the amount
ofthe debit to an attributed tax account for a PIP cannot
exceed the amount standing to the credit of the account
(referred to as the attributed tax account surplus) at the
time of the attribution payment. The surplus represents, at
a particular time, the maximum amount of foreign tax that
relates to the income already attributed to the taxpayer.

Attributed tax account surplus
An attributed tax account surplus will exist at a particular
time for a PIP if the total ofthe attributed tax account
credits for the PIP to that time exceed the total ofthe
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attributed tax account debits for the PIP up to that time.
(Section 564]

Attributed tax account credit
Each time a credit is made to an attribution account, a
corresponding credit must be made to an attributed tax
account for the PIP for which the attribution account is
operated. An attributed tax account credit arises for a FIP
in relation to a taxpayer where:
• a company is taken under section 16OAFCE to have
paid and to have been personally liable for an amount
offoreign tax on an amount included in the company’s
assessable income under the PIP measures; or
• a taxpayer is taken under section 16OAFCF to have
paid and to have been personally liable for an amount
offoreign tax paid by a trust estate on an amount
included in the taxpayer’s assessable income under the
PIP measures. [Subsection 565(1)]
An attributed tax account credit for a PIP arises only for the
foreign tax paid by the PIP and not for Australian tax paid.
This is because a credit for Australian tax is not normally
allowable to related companies or to the beneficiaries ofa
trust estate.
The amount ofthe attributed tax account credit for a PIP is
equal to the amount offoreign tax that the taxpayer is
taken to have paid under section 1GOAPCE or 16OAFCP
[subsection 565(2)). The attributed tax account credit for
a PIP arises at the end ofthe FIP’s notional accounting
period. (Subsection 565(3)]

Attributed tax account debit
An attribution tax account debit must be made each time
the attribution account entity pays a dividend. An
attributed tax account debit arises for a PIP in relation to a
taxpayer where:
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the PIP makes an attribution account payment to the
taxpayer; and
the attribution account payment gives rise to an
attribution debit for the FTP in relation to the
taxpayer. [Subsection 566(1)1
The attributed tax account debit is calculated by using the
following formula:
HF attribution debit x HF attributed tax account surDlus
HF attribution surplus

(subsection 566(2)]
Where:
HF attribution debit means the amount ofthe
attribution debit for the PIP.
FIF attribution surplus means the amount of the
attribution surplus of the PIP, for the PIP making the
account payment, in relation to the taxpayer immediately
before the attribution debit for the PIP arose.
FTP attributed tax account surplus means the
attributed tax account surplus of the PIP.
In order to claim a credit for foreign tax paid on income that
was previously attributed, the amount of the attributed tax
account debit must be verifiable.
The attributed tax account debit arises when the attribution
account payment for the FTP was made.
[Subsection 566(3)1

Reduction of disposal consideration if
FIF attributed income not distributed
The disposal of a FIF interest will normally be taken into
account in the calculation ofa taxpayer’s assessable income
under the existing provisions ofthe Principal Act either as
income under subsection 25(1) or in a capital gains
application under Part lIlA. To avoid double taxation, the
consideration on disposal of the PIF interest that is taken
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into account will be deemed to be reduced by any amount
previously attributed that has not been distributed to the
taxpayer.
The amount which will be taken into account in
determining the assessable income of a taxpayer on the
disposal of an interest in a FIF will also be reduced by so
much ofthe taxpayer’s attribution surplus for that PIP (i.e.,
broadly, the amount ofthe PIP’s undistributed income
which has been previously attributed to the taxpayer under
the FIF measures) as does not exceed the disposal
consideration. (Paragraph 567(1) (c)J
Where a taxpayer disposes of only part of a PIF interest, the
taxpayer’s attribution surplus that is to be taken into
account when calculating the disposal consideration of that
interest is to be reduced by the same proportion as the
disposal, that is, by:
taxoaver~sdisoosed of interest
taxpayei~stotal Interest prior to the disposal

[Subsection 567(3)1
Broadly, the disposal ofa FTP interest will be treated in the
same way as an attribution account payment made directly
to the taxpayer who holds that interest. Consequently, an
attribution account debit is taken to arise at the time of the
disposal ofthe taxpayer’s interest in the PIP.
(Paragraph 567(1) (d)J The amount of the attribution
debit is the amount ofthe surplus that was taken into
account in reducing the consideration received on disposal
ofthe FTP interest. (Paragraph 567(1)(e)]
The following example shows how PIP attribution credits,
PIP attribution debits and FTP attribution surpluses may
arise over a number ofincome years where a taxpayer has a
direct interest in a PIP. In this example, the taxpayer is
using the market value method to calculate the amount to
be included in the taxpayer’s assessable income under the
PIP measures. The example also shows the adjustments
which are made on the disposal ofthe taxpayer’s PIP
interest.
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ExampLeS illustration of the use of attribution

accounts
Year

Openlng Distribution Disposal Closing
value

flF
amountt

HF
income

HF loss

value

1992,93

100,000

10,000

nil

110,000

+20,000

10,000

nil

1993/94

110,000

10,000

nil

111,000

+11,000

11,000

nd

1994/95

111,000

20,000

nil

102,000

÷11,000

12.000

nR

1995/96

102,000

nil

nil

92,000

-10,000

nil

10’000(t)

nil

120.000

nil

nil

nil

nil

1996/97 92,000

*

A positive FTP amount represents gross PIP income; a
negative PIP amount represents a PJP loss.

(1)

carried forward loss

Attribution accounts
Year
Attribution Attribution
Credit
Debit

Attribution
Surplus

Assessable
Distribution

Total

Assessable
FiFlncome

1992/93

10,000

nil

10,000

10,000

10,000

1993/94

11,000

10,000

11,000

nil

11,000

1994/95

2,000

11,000

2,000

9,000

2,000

1995/96

nil

nil

2,000

nil

nil

1996/97

nil

2,000

nil

nil

nil

During the 1992/93 income year and before the end ofthe
current statutory accounting period ofthe PTF, there was a
distribution of $10,000, beingprofits arising before the
current statutory accounting period. As there was no
attribution credit available in the attribution account at the
time of distribution the taxpayer is assessed on the
distribution. However an attribution credit does not arise.
The taxpayer is also assessed on the PIP income of$10,000
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(i.e., the PIP income calculated using the market value
method {$110,000 (closing value) + $10,000 (distribution)
$100,000 (opening value)} less $10,000 (assessable
distribution [subsection 507(1)))). This gives rise to the
attribution credit of $10,000.

-

During the 1993/94 income year there was a distribution of
$10,000 which is made against an attribution account
balance of $10,000. The PIP income of $11,000 (i.e.,
{$111,000 (closing value) + $10,000 (distribution) $110,000
(opening value)} nil (assessable distribution)) would be
included in the assessable income ofthe taxpayer. This
gives rise to a corresponding attribution credit of$11,000.
The attribution account balance then stands at $11,000.
-

-

During the 1994/95 income year there was a distribution of
$20,000, ofwhich $11,000 is made against an attribution
account balance of $11,000. The balance ofthe distribution
of $9,000 is assessed to the taxpayer. The PIP income was
$2,000 (i.e., ($102,000 (opening value) + $20,000
(distribution) $111,000 (opening value)} $9,000
(assessable distribution)) which would be included in the
assessable income ofthe taxpayer. This gives rise to a
corresponding attribution credit of $2,000. The attribution
surplus then stands at $2,000. Thus, the taxpayer will be
assessed on $11,000 for the year being the PIP income of
$2,000 and assessable distribution of $9,000.
-

-

During the 1995/96 income year a PIP loss of $10,000 is
computed. The loss is available for carry-forward to recoup
against future year’s PIP income or the PIP’s disposal
consideration.
During the 1996/97 income year the taxpayer disposed of
the entire interest in the PIP for $120,000. There will be no
PIP income in the year in which the disposal occurs.
Assuming the sale is within Part hA and the indexed cost
base of the PIP interest was $105,000, the disposal would
give rise to a capital gain of$3,000 (i.e., {$120,000 (disposal
consideration) $2,000 (attribution surplus) $10,000 (PIF
loss)} $105,000 (indexed cost base)). An attribution
account debit of $2,000 (i.e., equal to the surplus that was
-

-

-
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taken into account in reducing the PIP interest’s disposal
consideration) is taken to arise at the time ofthe disposal of
the taxpayer’s interest in the PIP.

Clause making the amendment
Clause 5 inserts proposed section 23AK to exempt from
taxation a distribution received by a taxpayer out of
previously attributed PIP income.
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Chapter 16
Relief for Foreign
Taxes
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Relief for Foreign Taxes
Introduction
Under the Principal Act, relief from international double
taxation is dealt with in two ways:
• the income may be included in a taxpayer’s assessable
income and a credit allowed for the foreign tax under
the foreign tax credit system (PTCS); or
• the income may be exempt from Australian tax.
This chapter deals with these credits and exemptions. A
brief explanation ofthe PTCS, and the exemptions
associated with it, follows. Those readers already familiar
with the operation ofthe existing credits and exemptions in
respect offoreign income should go to section two ofthis
Chapter (page 118).
Section one: Background

to the fl1CS

Under the VFCS, foreign source income derived by
Australian residents (apart from certain salary and wages)
is generally subjected to Australian income tax. A credit for
foreign tax paid, up to the amount ofthe Australian income
tax referable to the foreign income, is allowed against the
Australian tax payable. Credit is allowable for foreign
taxes imposed by central, state and local governments,
provided that the taxes are equivalent in nature to
Australia’s income tax.
Inter-corporate related company dividends
Whererthe whole or a part of a dividend received from a
non-resident company is included in the assessable income
of a resident taxpayer (whether corporate or non-corporate)
the taxpayer is entitled to a credit for the direct foreign
tax for example, dividend withholding tax paid in respect
ofthat dividend. However, an Australian resident company
that receives a dividend from a related foreign company is
-

-
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also allowed a credit for the foreign company taxes on that
portion ofthe profits from which the dividends are
paid that is, the underlying foreign tax.
-

A foreign company is related to an Australian company if
the Australian company has a direct voting interest ofat
least 10 per cent ofthe voting power ofthe foreign company.
This relationship could extend through any number of tiers
of foreign companies if each company in the chain has at
least a 10 per cent voting interest in the company in the tier
below, and the Australian company has a direct or indirect
voting interest ofat least 5 per cent in the foreign company.
Relief for foreign tax paid by a trust
Where the assessable income ofa beneficiary includes
foreign income derived by the trust, the beneficiary is
entitled to a credit for the proportionate part of the foreign
tax paid by the trustee.
No credit is allowed for underlying foreign taxes paid in
respect of a dividend that is, underlying tax credits do not
flow through trusts. This rule applies even where shares in
the foreign company are held by the trust as nominee for a
resident company which is the sole beneficiary ofthe trust.
-

Quarantining of credits
The credit allowable for foreign tax paid on foreign income
is calculated separately for:
• passive income which includes dividends, interest,
royalties, annuities, rents, commodity gains, certain
deemed dividends, attributed income of a controlled
foreign company and certainnet capital gains;
• offshore banking income which includes interest,
fees, commissions and other amounts derived from the
offshore transactions ofan offshore banking unit and
dividends paid by an offshore banking unit; and
-

-

other income.
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Excess foreign tax credits
Prior to the 1990-91 income year, where the amount of
foreign tax paid on foreign source income of a class of
income exceeded the Australian tax payable on that income,
the excess was not available to be carried forward or carried
back.
For the 1990-91 and later income years, excess foreign tax
credits can be carried forward for 5 years and applied
against Australian tax payable on foreign income of the
same class.
Excess foreign tax credits can also be transferred within
wholly-owned company groups.

The impact of accruals taxation
With the introduction ofthe CFC measures, the F’FCS was
modified and certain new exemptions were introduced for
the purposes of relief from double taxation.
Credit is available to a resident company for tax paid by a
related CFC against any amount of the CFCts attributable
income that is included in the resident company~s
assessable income. The credit is allowed on a similar basis
as credit is allowed for taxes paid on dividends received by a
resident company from a related foreign company.
Amounts ofincome of the CFC that have already been taxed
in full in Australia for example, Australian sourced income
derived by a branch ofthe CFC and taxed by assessment in
Australia are excluded from the calculation ofthe (20’s
attributable income.
-

-

Attributed income is treated as foreign income. The foreign
tax and Australian tax paid by the CFC on that amount are
creditable foreign taxes. This effectively allows any
Australian withholding tax paid by the CFC to be creditable
on attribution for foreign tax credit purposes if the resident
taxpayer is entitled to the foreign tax credit.
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Dividends from mcome previously attributed
A dividend that is paid out ofincome that has been
previously attributed to a resident taxpayer is exempt in the
bands of that taxpayer. Direct foreign taxes on such a
dividend (for example, dividend withholding taxes) are
creditable taxes, notwithstanding that the dividend is
exempt from tax.

No credits in respect of foreign tax on certain
exempted dividends
Non-portfolio dividends paid to a resident company by a
related company resident in a listed country that is, a
country whose taxation system is broadly comparable to
Australia’s are exempt from tax in Australia. Any part of
-

-

a non-portfolio dividend paid to a resident company by a
company resident in an unlisted country out ofprofits that
have been taxed by assessment in Australia or in a listed
country is also exempt from tax in Australia. No foreign tax
credits are allowable on these exempt dividends.

Section two Objectives of the changes to the
-

fl’CS company IfIFs
-

Credits on attribution from corporate FIPs
Credits where the market value method is used
Where the market value method is used to determine the
FIF income, no credit will be allowed for foreign tax paid by
the FIF. Instead, all taxpayers will be allowed an effective
deduction for tax paid by, or accrued to, the HF. This will
occur because the dosing market value implicitly takes into
account any payment of~or liability for, taxes.

Credits where the calculation method is used
Where the taxpayer has used the calculation method to
determine the FIF income, a foreign tax credit may be
allowed for the foreign tax paid by the HF on its income
and gains. A credit will only be allowed where the taxpayer
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and the FIF are related companies. This is consistent with
the general treatment of foreign taxes paid on underlying
income under the FTC)S and is also consistent with the CFC)
measures.
CreditsJbr deemed rate ofreturn method
No credit (or deduction) will be allowed under the deemed
rate ofreturn method.
Credits on distribution from corporate FIFs
The allowance ofcredits on distribution will follow the
credits allowed under the existing FTCS. In addition, a
taxpayer will be allowed a credit where the dividend is
exempt because it has been subject to attribution in a
previous year. This will be allowed on a similar basis to the
credit allowed where a dividend is assessable, but will be
limited to the amount not already allowed as a credit.
Further, the provisions ofthe Principal Act which allow for
excess foreign tax credits to be carried forward for up to 5
years will also apply where excess foreign tax credits arise
in relation to an interest in a FIF. As under the existing
FTCS, there will be no carry back ofcredits.

How the objectives are achieved in the
law
Credits on attribution
Where an amount ofHF income is included in the
assessable income of a resident company, the company may
be allowed a credit for the taxes paid by the HF. The credit
will only be allowed where:
• the resident company is related to the FIF at the end
ofthe FIF’s notional accounting period; and
the resident company used the calculation method to
determine the amount to be included in its assessable
income under the FIF measures.
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The credit allowed will be equal to the resident company’s
share ofthe taxes paid by the HF that were allowed as a
notional deduction in the calculation ofthe FIF’s calculated
profit. The FIFs notional deductions consist of the foreign
and Australian taxes that accrued to the FIF in respect of
amounts included in the FIFs notional income (refer to

Chapter 13).
To achieve this, income underthe HF measures will be
treated as foreign income. [Subsection CAB(1)J
A new provision has been inserted into the law to allow
taxpayers to claim a foreign tax credit. The taxpayer is
deemed to have been personally liable for, and to have paid
the amount of foreign tax claimed as a credit.
[Subsection 6AB(SA), section JOOAFCEJ
As with the normal operation ofthe FTCS, the foreign
income must be grossed up to include the foreign tax.
[Subsection 6AC(6)]
Example 1
An Australian resident company (Ausco) has a 20%
interest in a FIF resident in an unlisted country
(Forco). Forco is not a CFC and has never been a CFC.
For the notional accounting period, Forco’s details

were as follows:
Notional income

$200,000

Notional deduction for the tax
paid on the notional income

$17,000

Other notional deductions

$30,000 $ 47.000

Calculated profit

$153,000

Taxpayer’s FIF income (20% x $153,000)

$ 30,600

Ausco is deemed to have paid the following amount of
tax on the attributed income;
attribution percentage x notional deduction
=
20%
x $17,000
=

$3,400
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Ausco must gross up its assessable foreign income by
this amount that is, the $30,600 is increased by the
$3,400 to $34,000. Auscocan then can claimaforeign
tax credit for $3,400 (subject to the usual limitation in
the law which states that the credit being claimed
cannot exceed the Australian tax payable in respect of
the foreign income).
-

Credits on dividends received where there was
attribution
Where a resident receives a dividend from a foreign
company the following may occur:
• all or a part of the dividend may be exempt because
there was previous attribution to the taxpayer in
respect ofthe FIF; and
-

• if the resident is a company, all or part of the dividend
may be exempt because the profits from which the
dividend was paid were comparably taxed in a listed
country.
The part ofthe dividend which is assessable may qualify for
a foreign tax credit under the existing FTCS. That credit
will continue to be available.
In addition, a taxpayer may be allowed a credit for the
foreign tax paid on that portion ofthe dividend that is
exempt because ofprevious attribution under the FIF
measures.
As under the existing FTGS, no credit will be available for
foreign taxes that relate to that part of a dividend that is
exempt because the underlying profits were comparably
taxed.
The rest of this section discusses the credit in greater detail.
Taxpayer~sother than resident companies
Where a resident taxpayer receives a dividend from a
foreign company, the resident is usually only allowed a
credit for foreign taxes paid by the resident or on the
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resident’s behalf. Taxes paid by the company on the profits
from which the dividend was paid are not allowed as a
credit. This will continue to be the rule under the FIF
measures.
However, foreign tax credits are usually allowed only where
the dividend is included in assessable income. As with
dividends that are exempt because there has been
attribution under the CFC measures, an exception will be
made to this nile where the dividend is exempt because
there has been attribution under the FIF measures.
[Section 160AFCGJ
The provision operates where a taxpayer receives a
dividend from a foreign company which is exempt under
[section 2SAKJ. The formula that determines the credit is
as follows:
(EP x DI) + (AEP x 171) At
.

The only components of the formula that are relevant in
this case are the EP x DT parts, since the rest of the
formula will always equal nil (the rest ofthe formula is
explained under the next heading). The FT x DT
component ofthe formula allocates the direct tax paid by
the taxpayer evenly over the part of the dividend that is
exempt and the rest of the dividend. In effect, it allows all
of the direct tax to be claimed as a credit.
Example 2
A resident individual (J Smith) has 20% ofa HF’
(Forco) which is resident in an unlisted country. Forco
is not a CFC and has never been a CFC. Forco had
distributable profits of$153,000 on which it has paid
foreign tax of$17,000. 3 Smith has a FIF attribution
credit balance in relation to Forco of$30,600.
On 1 August 1993, Forco pays a dividend of$30,600 to
3 Smith. The unlisted country levies dividend
withholding tax of the rate of 10%.
3 Smith will not need to include the dividend in
assessable income as it was paid out of previously
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attributed income. Despite this, 3 Smith is deemed to
have included the dividend in assessable income for
the purpose of granting a foreign tax credit for the
dividend withholding tax. 3 Smith can claim a credit
for FT x DT = 100% x $3,060 = $3,060.
This credit is subject to the usual limit ofthe
Australian tax payable, and can only be claimed if
3 Smith has other foreign income. If not, 3 Smith can
carry the amount forward to claim in a future year.
ExampleS

Assume the same facts as in the previous example
except that:
• the distributable profits of Forco are $200,000; and
• on 1 August 1993, Forco paid a dividend of$40,000.
Because 3 Smith was previously taxed on $30,600, an
exemption will be allowed up to that amount. The
excess ofthe dividend over $30,600 (ie. $9,400) will
need to be included in his assessable income.
To work out the foreign tax credit 3 Smith will apply
the formula as follows:
EP
EP x DI

40,000
76.5% x $4,000
$3,060

3 Smith would be allowed a credit for the rest of the
dividend withholding tax ($940) in accordance with
the existing provisions of lOOM’. In total, the credit is
$4,000; the same amount that would be allowed if the
dividend were wholly assessable.
Resident companies
In general, resident companies will be treated the same as
other taxpayers. However, there is one exception to this
rule. The exception is where the resident company receives
a non-portfolio dividend from a related foreign company.
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As with other dividends, a non-portfolio dividend received
by an Australian resident company from a related foreign
company will be exempt to the extent that the dividend has
been paid out of previously attributed income, and the
company will be allowed a credit for the foreign dividend
withholding tax pai4.
The difference is that in the case of a non-portfolio dividend
paid by a related foreign company, a credit will also be
allowed for the tax paid by the foreign company on the
profits out ofwhich the dividend was paid (that is, the
foreign underlying tax), but only to the extent that
underlying tax has not yet been allowed as credit at the
attribution stage.
This exception is also achieved by [section 16OAFCGJ.
However, in addition to the EP x DT part of the formula the
taxpayer would use the (AEP x UT) part ofthe formula.
This part of the formula allocates the tax paid by the
company out of which the dividend was paid to the part of
the dividend that is exempt because ofprevious attribution
under the FIF measures.
Where the taxpayer has not claimed a credit under [section
.Z6OAFCEJ, the AT component will be nil (the operation of
the AT component is shown in the second example);
Example 4
Ausco owns 20% of a foreign company (Forco) which is
resident in an unlisted country and derived only
unlisted country income. Forco is not a CFC and has
been a CFC. Forco had distributable profits of
$153,000 in respect ofwhich it has paid foreign tax of
$17,000. Ausco did not have sufficient information to
use the calculation method and relied on the market
value method to determine the FIF income. The
amount of the attribution credit on 31 July 1993 is
$31,000.
On 1 August 1993, Forco pays a dividend of $30,600 to
Ausco. The unlisted country levies dividend
withholding tax at the rate of 10%.
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The dividend will be exempt from tax for Ausco as it
was paid out ofpreviously attributed income. At the
attribution stage, Ausco received no credit for the
foreign tax paid by Forco.
Again, even though the dividend is not included in
assessable income ofAusco, it is deemed to be so
included for the purpose of granting a foreign tax
credit, Ausco can claim a credit for the dividend
withholding tax and for the underlying tax as though
the dividend was paid from income that had not been
attributed to Ausco.
The EP x DT component is calculated as for other
taxpayers that is, it is $3,060 (refer to Example 1 for
non-company taxpayers). The rest of the credit is
calculated as:
-

AEP x UT

=

100% x $3,400

=

$3,400

The total foreign tax credit allowed is $6,460 ($3,060

+

$3,400).
Example if
Assume the same facts as in Example 4 except that:
• that the taxpayer used the calculation method to
determine the FIF income
• the FIF income was $30,600 and therefore so was
the attribution credit was, therefore, ofthe same
amount.
The EP x DT component would be the same. However,
there would now be an amount that was previously
allowed as a foreign tax credit (20% x $17,000 =
$3,400). ResCo would used the rest ofthe formula as
follows:
(AEP x UT)

-

AT

=

100% x 3,400

-

3,400

The credit allowed would be $3,060 only.

=

0
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Credit for accruals taxes of foreign countries
Other countries may also impose accruals type taxes. These
will be treated in the same manner as other foreign taxes.
That is, where an Australian company is allowed a credit
for underlying taxes paid by the corporate FIF, the accruals
type tax will be allowable as a foreign tax credit.
Dividends exempt under section 23AJ
Section 23A3 ofthe Principal Act may exempt from tax a
non-portfolio dividend received by a resident company.
Broadly, the exemption applies where the profits out of
which the dividend is paid are taxed in a listed (comparable
tax) country. The REF measures will not deny the existing
section 23A3 exemption.

Objectives of the changes to the FTCS
trust FJFs

-

Credits on attribution from trust FIFs
Under the FTCS, the treatment of foreign taxes paid by the
trustee of a foreign trust is different to that ofcompanies,
since in all cases the beneficiary ofthe trust is deemed to
have paid the foreign tax paid by the trustee. In general,
this distinction will be maintained for taxpayers with an
interest in a trust FIF.
Credits where thecalculation method is used
Consistent with the treatment ofcompany FIFs, where the
taxpayer has used the calculation method ofcalculating
attributable income a foreign tax credit will be allowed for
the foreign tax paid by the trustee of the trust on the
income and gains of the trust FIF. The calculation will be
made in the same way as for a related corporate FIF.
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Creditsfor marketvalue or deemed rate ofreturn methods
No credit will be allowed on assessment under the market
value or deemed rate of return methods. This is consistent
with the treatment ofcompany FIFs.
Credits on distribution from trust Pus
The allowance ofcredits on distribution will be similar to
the credits under the existing FTCS. Broadly, this means
both corporate and non-corporate taxpayers will be allowed
a credit for foreign taxes paid:
• directly by the taxpayer (for example, a withholding
tax on a dividend); and
• by the trustee ofthe trust (including accruals type
taxes in respect of lower tier entities).
In addition to the normal operation of the flCS, a taxpayer
will be allowed a credit where the trust distribution is
exempt because it has been subject to attribution in a
previous year. This will be limited to the amount not
already allowed as a credit where the calculation method
was used.

How the objectives are achieved in the
law
Credits on attribution
Where an amount of REF income is included in the
assessable income ofa resident trust, the trust may be
allowed a credit for the taxes paid by the FIF. The credit
will only be allowed where the resident trust used the
calculation method to determine the amount to be included
in its assessable income under the FIF measures.
The credit allowed will be equal to the resident trustts share
of the taxes paid by the FIF that were allowed as a notional
deduction in the calculation ofthe REF’s calculated profit.
The FIF’s notional deductions consist ofthe foreign and
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Australian taxes that accrued to the FIF in respect of
amounts included in the FIF’s notional income.
To achieve this, income under the FIF measures will be
treated as foreign income. fSubsection 6ABWJ
A new provision has been inserted into the law to allow
taxpayers to claim a foreign tax credit. The taxpayer is
deemed to have been personally liable for, and to have paid
the amount offoreign tax claimed as a credit.
fSubsection 6AB(3A) and section 160AFCFJ
As with the normal operation of the VPCS, the foreign
income must be grossed up to include the foreign tax.
[Subsection OAC(6)j

Clauses making the amendments
Clause 3 amends section GAB to allow taxpayers to claim a

foreign tax credit where FIF income flows through a
resident trust.
Clause 4 amends section 6AC to provide for grossing-up of
foreign income for the purpose of allowing a foreign tax
credit.
Clause .72 inserts additional definitions into section 160AE
which are relevant to the calculation offoreign tax credits
under the FIF measures.
Clause 14 inserts proposed sections 16OAFCE to 16OAFCG
to enable taxpayers subject to FIF attribution to claim a
foreign tax credit on distributions made to them by the FIF.

Chapter 17
Record Keeping and
Related Prosecution
Provisions
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Record Keeping and Related
Prosecution Provisions
Overview
Record keeping provisions are required in order to ensure
the effectiveness ofthe FIF measures and to protect
taxpayers on audit by ensuring that they have the
necessary records to support their assessment of, or
exemption from FIF taxation. However, as was stated on
page 6 of the Infdrmation Paper “the Government
recognises that Australian resident investors with
non-controlling interests in offshore funds will generally
have access to only a limited amount of information about
the investment.” The record keeping requirements are
therefore less onerous than the requirements for controlled
foreign companies and controlled foreign trusts in
Division 11 of Part X.

Explanation
Who must keep records?
A taxpayer who has an interest or interests in a REF or a
FLP at the end of the year ofincome must make and keep
records in Australia. This includes a foreign branch of an
Australian company which has an interest in a HF or FLP.
[Section 568]
An attributable taxpayer in respect ofa CFC or CFT that
holds an interest or interests in a FIF or FLP is subject to
similar record keeping requirements in relation to the CFC
or CFT. These requirements are in Division 11 ofPart X.
What records must be kept?
A taxpayer who has an interest or interests in a HF or FLP
must make and keep records of:
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the acts, transactions and other circumstances that
resulted in the person having an interest in the REF or
FL? at the end ofayear ofincome; and
.

in the case ofa taxpayer who is not exempt from the
FIF measures, the basis ofthe calculation of the
taxpayer’s interest or interests in the FIF or FL? for
the notional accounting period which ended during the
taxpayer’s year ofincome. [Section 569]

Record keeping for the different methods of
assessment
The extent ofthe records required for a particular taxpayer
in relation to amounts offoreign investment fbnd income
included in assessable income, will depend on which method
ofassessment is used to determine the foreign investment
fund income.
Market value method
Where the market value method is used, the taxpayer is to
make and keep records detailing the basis ofthe calculation
of:
(i)

any foreign investment fund income that accrued to
the taxpayer from an interest in the FIF for the
cui4ent period and any previous foreign investment
fund income and any previous foreign investment fund
loss (i.e., for previous periods); or

(ii)

any foreign investment fund loss that was incurred by
the taxpayer from the interest in the FIF for the
current period. [Section 570]

Exempt inprevious year
Where the taxpayer was exempt from the HF measures in
the year prior to the application of the market value method
of taxation it is necessary for the taxpayer to calculate a
notional ‘previous foreign investment fund loss’ or ‘previous
foreign investment fund incom& [section 5161 to determine
whether any income or loss from a FIF interest calculated
for the current year is to be included in the taxpayer’s
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assessable income for the year ofincome. Records of these
previous foreign investment fund losses and previous
foreign investment fund income must be made and kept.
Previo us year losses

In addition, where the taxpayer has a market value loss
from an interest in a FIF from a previous notional
accounting period, the loss will be carried forward to be
offset against any market value increase from the same FIF
in subsequent periods. Records of these losses should be
made and kept.
Deemed rate of return method
Where the deemed rate of return method oftaxation is used,
the taxpayer is to create and maintain records detailing the
basis ofthe calculation of the foreign investment fund
income that accrued to the taxpayer from an interest in the
FIF or FL? for the notional accounting period.
[Section 571]
Taxpayer exempt from ME measures inprevious year
A taxpayer may have to applythe deemed rate of return
method in the current year of income to an interest that was
exempt from taxation in the previous income year. In this
case, the taxpayer will require certain records to determine
the openingvalue of the interest for the current year. The
opening value will be determined either by the market
value at the end of the previous year or by notional
application of the deemed rate ofreturn method to the value
at the beginning ofthe previous year [section 528]. Records
must be made and kept in relation to these matters.
It should be noted that special rules apply for the
commencement of the HF measures [sections 521-525]
which may require different records to be made and kept for
the 1992-93 income year.
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Previous year losses
No losses arise under the deemed rate ofreturn method of
taxation.
The calculation method
A taxpayer who elects to use the calculation method is to
create and maintain records detailing the basis of the
calculation of:
(i)

any calculated profit for the notional accounting
period and any unapplied calculated losses of previous
periods; and

(ii)

any foreign investment fund income that accrued to
the taxpayer from an interest in the FIF in respect of
that period. [Section 572]

Examples of records required to be kept by taxpayer’s using
the calculation method include:
• the basis of the calculated profit or loss in respect of
the FIF for the notional accounting year which ended
during the year ofincome;
• copies ofthe published accounts used in these
calculations; and
• a record ofthe election to use the calculation method.
In addition, the taxpayer will also need access to the
underlying accounts and accounting records ofthe FIF. On
audit these may be called for to support the amounts shown
in the published accounts and any other amounts on which
the taxpayer relied for the calculation.
Exempt inprevious year

Where a taxpayer’s interest in a FIF was exempt in a
previous year of income and for the current year the
taxpayer elects to use the calculation method, it is necessary
for the taxpayer to have details of any previous yearst loss
which is to be offset against FIF income in the current year
of income.
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Previous year losses
A calculated loss of a previous year is generally allowed as a
notional deduction against notional income ofthe FIF ofthe
current period [subsection 551(1)]. A taxpayer who
wishes to claim a loss against notional income of the FIF is
to keep a record ofthe calculation ofthat loss.
Exemption

from ilk’ measures in the current

year
Where a taxpayer’s interest in a F1F is exempt from FIF
taxation in the year ofincome, the taxpayer is to make and
keep records in Australia containing details ofthe basis on
which the exemption applied, including any acts,
transactions, calculations and other circumstances relevant
to the application of the exemption. [Section 574]
Active business exemption
There are two methods of satisfying the active business
exemption for a direct interest in a foreign company.
Stock exchange listing method
For taxpayers claiming an exemption from the FIF
measures under the active business exemption using the
stock exchange listing method, records are to be maintained
for:
• the listing on a particular approved stock exchange of
the class ofinterests to which the taxpayer’s FIF
interest belongs; and
• the stock exchange or international sectoral
classification ofthe FlU’ under one ofthe designated
active business activities.
Balance sheet method
For taxpayers claiming an active business exemption from
the FIF measures using the balance sheet method, records
are to be kept of the gross value of all of the company’s
assets shown in the balance sheet and to what extent the
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assets are held at the balance date for use in designated
activities. This does not include off balance sheet assets.
Small investor exemption
For the small investor exemption, it is necessary to record
the basis ofthe calculation ofthe aggregate interests ofthe
taxpayer and associates in foreign companies and trusts
that shows that the aggregate amount is $50,000 or less at
end oftaxpayer’s year of income.
Foreign employer sponsored superannuation fund
exemption
A taxpayer claiming exemption from the FIF measures for
the taxpayer’s interest in an employer sponsored foreign
superannuation fund is to maintain details such as the
name and location of the foreign superannuation fund, the
relationship between taxpayer and the employer i.e. past
employee, employee, director or associate.
Exclusion of a FIF that is a CFC, CFT or a transferor
trust
A taxpayer will already be required under Part X to keep
records for the CFC measures.
Exemption for certain visitors to Australia
A short term resident claiming exemption from the FIF
measures as an exempt visitor is to maintain the contract of
employment, passport and visa information, and details of
the date of arrival and the proposed date of departure.

Time for keeping records
The existing understatement of income ‘penalty’ provisions
[sections 226G to 226MJ will apply to these record keeping
provisions as will the existing provision in relation to the
retention ofrecords [subsection 262A(4)(5)j Records are
generally to be kept for five years.
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Manner

of keeping records

Records will be required to be made and kept:
in the English language or if not in written form (e.g.,
magnetic tape or computer disc) in a form which is
readily accessible and convertible into writing in
English; and
• so as to allow the person’s liability to tax to be readily
ascertained. [Section 576]

Prosecution provisions
Prosecution provisions are required to ensure compliance
with the FIF record keeping measures. These provisions
generally correspond with the record keeping provisions of
the CFC measures. Like the CFC measures there is to be
no retrospective application in a year of income before Royal
Assent in relation to these measures.
A taxpayer who does not comply with the record keeping
provisions may be prosecuted. A maximum penalty of
$3000 may be imposed by the court on conviction for a
breach of the record keeping requirements. [Section 575]
In a prosecution of a taxpayer who failed to keep records of
underlying accounts and accounting records in relation to
the calculation method the taxpayer may rely, in certain
circumstances, on a statutory defence. The defence will
apply to the taxpayer who has made reasonable efforts to
obtain the required documents but cannot get them.
[Section 5771
A partnership will be treated as a person for the purpose of
the record keeping provisions. This allows the record
keeping and the related prosecution provisions to applyto
the partnership [subsection 578(1)]. Accordingly, an
offence committed by the partnership is treated as having
been committed by each of the partners
[subsection 578(2)] However, in a prosecution ofa
partner for an offence it is a defence if the partner proves
that the partner did not aid, abet, counsel or procure the act
or omission by which the offence was taken to have been
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committed and was not in any way knowingly concerned in
the commission of the offence. [Subsection 578(3)]

Chapter 18
Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous
Overview
This chapter deals with a number of miscellaneous matters
including:
• exempt life business;
• amendment to the dividend exemption under section
23AJ;
• definition of passive income:
• amendments to the loss quarantining provisions; and
• value oftrading stock.

Exempt life business
The Foreign Source Income measures have special
provisions for calculating the income ofAustralian life
companies which conduct insurance business offshore
through a permanent establishment of the resident life
company or a permanent establishment of a trust or a CFC.
Income from the investment of assets that cover, among
other things, life policies issued to unrelated non-resident
policy holders by an offshore branch ofan Australian
resident life assurance company or a permanent
establishment of a trust or CFC is generally not taxed in
Australia.
Legislation that currently provides this relief will also apply
to a FIF held by a foreign permanent establishment of a
resident life assurance company, a foreign permanent
establishment of a trust or CFC where the FIF represents
an investment by the foreign branch ofnon-resident policy
holder funds,
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Amendment to the dividend exemption

under section 23AJ
Background
Section 23A3 ofthe Principal Act provides an exemption for
a non-portfolio dividend paid by a company resident in a
listed country to a company resident in Australia.
Section 23AJ also provides an exemption for the part of a
non-portfolio dividend paid by a company resident in an
unlisted country to a company resident in Australia. The
exemption applies where the companies are related
companies within the meaning of section 160AFB. The
section operates on the basis ofidentifying the amount of
the dividend that is an ‘exempting receipt’ (defined in
Division 6 of Part X). The concept ofan exempting receipt
is different depending on whether the foreign company is
resident in a listed country (existing paragraph 380(a)) or
an unlisted country (existing paragraph 380(a) and the
associated provisions of sections 377 to 379).
An Australian company can get a credit for foreign taxes
paid on exempt income only if the dividend is exempt under
section 23AI. To ensure that an amount is exempt under
section 23A1 and not 23AJ the concept ofan exempting
receipt excludes attribution account payments that require
an attribution debit (existing subparagraphs 380(a)(i) and
377(1)(d)(i)).
The Change
Similarly, taxpayers will get a credit for foreign taxes paid
in respect of a dividend that is exempt under proposed
section 23AK. In order that the dividend is exempt under
section 23AK and not 23A3, HF attribution account
payments which carry FIF attribution credits will be
excluded from the definition of an exempting receipt.
[Clause 17]
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Definition of passive income
Background
Section 16OAEA of the Act contains the definitions of
‘passive incomet and ‘modified passive income’. The concept
of passive income is relevant to the computation ofthe
foreign tax credit, allowable under section I6OAF, on a class
of income basis.
Under the existing law, the foreign tax credit allowable to a
taxpayer is computed separately for each of three classes of
income passive income, offshore banking income and other
income.
-

The concept of ‘modified passive income’ is relevant to the
operation ofthe foreign loss quarantining provisions of
section 79D and to the computation ofa foreign loss under
section I6OAFD.
The Change
In general, PIP income will belong to the passive income or
modified passive income class for foreign tax credit and
foreign loss quarantining provisions ofthe Act.
Passive income is generally quarantined separately from
business income to prevent tax avoidance. However, in the
case of passive income from assets held as an essential part
of the taxpayer’s insurance business, for example, in the
case ofa member of Lloyd’s of London, the avoidance
opportunity does not arise. Quarantining in such cases
would produce harsh results.
Therefore, in cases of this type, the FIF income from these
assets will be treated as part of the overall business profits
derived from the insurance business carried on by the
taxpayer. The effect ofthis will be to provide relief to
taxpayers by including that FIF income as part ofthe
business profits for the purposes ofthe calculation offoreign
tax credits and the quarantining of losses against foreign
income.
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This exception will not apply to a taxpayer in relation to an
investment business or a business of trading in investments
carried on by the taxpayer. [Clause 13]

Loss quarantining provisions
The amendments proposed to the loss quarantining
provisions are of a technical nature only.
They will ensure that in calculating a loss for the purposes
of section 79E or section 80, the income that is exempt by
virtue of section 23AK (income previously attributed under
the FIF measures) will not affect the calculation of a loss
incurred in a year ofincome orthe amounts of a loss
incurred in a previous year ofincome that may be carried
forward to be deducted from it taxpayer’s assessable income.
[Clauses 7 and 8]

Value of trading stock
In some cases, a taxpayer’s interest in a FIF may form part
ofthe trading stock of the taxpayer. Under the existing
trading stock provisions, a taxpayer can elect to value each
item of trading stock at the lowest of cost, replacement
value or net realisable value. If the value ofthe FIF
interest falls during the year, the taxpayer could elect to
value the FIF interest at the market value at the end of the
taxpayer’s year of income. This would effectively allow a
deduction for the market value loss during the taxpayer’s
year ofincome. Any market value increase over the next
year of income would be included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income.
However, where the market value rises above cost, it is
likely that the maximum amount that will be assessable is
the amount ofthe deduction previously allowed. Put
another way, the taxpayer is likely to elect to value the
trading stock at cost rather than market value where the
value of the HF interest is more than market value.
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This treatment is fundamentally at odds with the HF
measures.
The change
For the purposes ofthe trading stock provisions, an interest
in a HF is to be brought into closing value at cost. This
treatment will also apply where the taxpayer used the
calculation or deemed rate ofreturn methods. This applies
for the 1991-92 income year and all subsequent years.
[Subsection 31(4)]
Transitional provision

A taxpayer may hold a HF interest at the end 199 1-92
income year which was also onhand at the beginning of
that year. In such cases, the item would have been brought
to account in valuing the FIF interest in determining the
opening value of the taxpayer’s trading stock for the
199 1-92 income year.
The basis of this valuation may not have been cost. In
determining the closing value ofthe FlY interest kr the
trading stock provisions, the value to be used at the end of
the 1991-92 income year, and any subsequent year if the
FIF interest is still on hand, will be the same value that
was used at the beginning ofthe 1991-92 income year.
[Subelause 6(2)]

Clauses making the amendments
Clause 6 inserts proposed subsection 31(4) to modify the

trading stock provisions ofthe Principal Act to provide that
HF interests can only be valued at cost price.
Clauses 7 and S amends sections 79E and 80 of the
Principal Act respectively to ensure that income previously
subject to attribution under the FlY measures does not
reduce the amount of the loss that may be allowed as
deduction when calculating the taxpayer’s assessable
income.
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Clause 13 amends section 160AEA ofthe Principal Act to
treat as business profits passive income arising from assets
treated as an essential part of a taxpayer’s insurance
business.
Clause 17 amends section 380 of the Principal Act to
ensure that a dividend is exempt under proposed section
23AK instead of existing section 23AJ.

Chapter 19
Taxation of NonResident Trusts
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Taxation of Non-Resident Trusts

Overview
This chapter describes the changes in the taxation of
Australian beneficiaries of non-resident trust estates.

Introduction
Prior to the commencement ofthe foreign source income
(FSI) measures, which bad effect, generally, from the 199091 income year, the taxation ofthe income of a non-resident
trust estate was broadly the same as for a resident trust
estate. Formerly, where a resident beneficiary who was not
under a legal disability was presently entitled to any
income of a non-resident trust estate, that income was
included in the beneficiary’s assessable income (section 97).
If the resident beneficiary was under a legal disability, the
trust income to which the beneficiary was presently entitled
was assessed to the trustee on the beneficiary’s behalf
(section 98).
Where the non-resident trust estate derived income to
which no beneficiary was presently entitled (broadly,
accumulating income), only so much of that income that had
an Australian source was taxed to the non-resident trustee
(sections 99 and 99A). Accumulated foreign source income
of the non-resident trust estate was subject to tax in the
hands ofthe resident beneficiary only if and when it was
paid to or applied for the benefit of that beneficiary (section
99B).
The FSI measures changed substantially the taxation of the
income of non-resident trusts. These measures apply to
certain types oftrusts to which Australian residents have
transferred assets (transferor trusts) and operate to
attribute for tax purposes the income accumulated in such
trusts to those transferors.
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However, avenues still remain even after the
implementation of the FSI measures for the deferral of
Australian tax on trust income from foreign sources until
that income is paid to an Australian resident. If the
resident does receive the trust income, an interest charge is
applied to compensate the revenue for that deferral. In
some cases, it is clear that the trust income is accumulating
for the benefit of residents and it is these cases that will be
addressed by the FIF measures.
The amendments described in this chapter supplement the
objective ofthe FSI measures in preventing the deferral of
Australian tax. The proposed amendments will:
(i)

ensure that an amount is not included in the
assessable income of:
-

-

-

(ii)

an Australian beneficiary under section 97; or
a trustee, under subsection 98(1) or (2), on behalf of
an Australian beneficiary under a legal disability;
in relation to the income ofa non-resident trust
estate where the FIF measures apply to the
beneficiary’s interest in that trust estate;

exclude from the calculation of a beneficiary’s share of
the net income of a public unit trust the effect of the
FIF measures on the trust’s net income where all the
interests of the beneficiary and associates of the
beneficiary in FIFs, FLPs and resident public unit
trusts at the end of the year ofincome do not exceed
$50,000;

(iii) set out the way in which the income of non-resident
trust estates is to be calculated and attributed to their
Australian beneficiaries;
(iv) exempt a taxpayer from an interest charge on an
amount received, or applied for the taxpayer’s benefit,
that is attributable to the income or profits of an estate
ofa deceased person where that amount was paid to,
or applied for the benefit of~,the taxpayer within three
years after the death ofthat person;
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(v)

exempt a taxpayer from an interest charge on an
amount received, or applied for the taxpayer’s benefit,
that is attributable to the income or profits ofa trust
estate which at all times during the year was a public
unit trust for the purposes of Division 6AAA and was
not a controlled foreign trust within the meaning of
Part X; and
(vi) require taxpayers to show that an amount, being
property of a trust estate, that was paid to, or applied
for the benefit of the taxpayer, was paid out of
accumulated profits which are referable to income
other than:
-

-

in the case of a listed country trust estate, eligible
designated concession income; or
in the case of an unlisted country trust estate,
income that has not been subject to tax in any listed
country,

before that amount will be exempt from the interest
charge on distribution.
These amendments will have effect from the 1992-93 year of
income.

Explanation of the proposed
amendments
Excluded taxpayers
Section 97 includes in the assessable income of an
Australian beneficiary, who is not under a legal disability,
so much ofthe share ofthe net income ofa trust estate to
which the beneficiary is presently entitled as is attributable
to a period when the beneficiary was a resident ofAustralia.
Subsections 98(1) and (2) include in the assessable income
of a trustee so much ofthe share of the net income ofa trust
estate as is referable to a period when:
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a beneficiary under a legal disability was a resident of
Australia; or
is referable to a period when a beneficiary, who is
deemed to be presently entitled to a share ofthe
income of the trust estate under subsection 95A(2)
because the beneficiary has a vested and indefeasible
interest in the income of the trust estate, was a
resident ofAustralia.
The proposed amendments will ensure that an amount is
not included in the assessable income of an Australian
beneficiary under section 97 where the PIPmeasures apply
to the beneficiary’s interest in a non-resident trust estate
and section 506 applies to include an amount in the
assessable iiicome of the beneficiary. [Subsection 96A(fl]
A trustee will also not be assessed under subsection 98(1) or
(2) on behalf ofan Australian beneficiary of a non-resident
trust estate where the beneficiary is under a legal
disability. [Subsection 9GB(2)]
The only instances where the HF measures will not apply
to an Australian beneficiary’s interest in a non-resident
trust estate are those specifically set out under the ElF
measures. These are where:
(a)

the taxpayer is an attributable taxpayer of the trust
under the transferor trust measures (i.e., Division
6AAA) [Paragraph 494(a)];

(b)

the taxpayer is an attributable taxpayer of a controlled
foreign trust under the CFC measures (i.e., Part X)
[Paragraph 494(b)];

(c)

the total of the values ofall interests held by a
taxpayer who is a natural person (including interests
held by associates) in ElF’s, FLPs and resident public
unit trusts at the end ofthe year ofincome do not
exceed $50,000 [Section 485];

(d)

the taxpayer is a natural person who has an interest
in a trust estate which is a foreign employer-sponsored
superannuation fund maintained by an employer, or
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an associate of the employer, for the benefit ofthe
taxpayer as an employee [Section 505];
(e)

the taxpayer is a beneficiary of a designated publicly
listed trust estate which invests in a country for which
direct investment on a stock exchange is prohibited
[Section 484]; or

(0

the taxpayer qualifies for the exempt visitor exclusion
from the FTP’ measures. [Section 486]

Taxpayer’s with interests of less than $50,000
Certain small investors are excluded from the ElF
measures. Consistent with this exclusion, the proposed
amendments will exclude foreign investment fund income
from the assessable income ofa resident public unit trust
when calculating a small investor’s share ofthe net income
of the trust estate. This exclusion will apply where the sum
of the values ofall the interests ofthe small investor and
associates (as defined in section 492) in FIFs, FLPs and
resident public unit trusts at the end of the year of income
do not exceed $50,000 [subsection 9GA (2)1. (Refer to the
notes on the small investor exclusion from the FIF
measures in Chapter 4.) [Section 485]
In calculating the beneficiaries share ofthe net income of
the trust estate in a subsequent year ofincome, the trust
estate’s net income is to be calculated ignoring attribution
credits which arose during the years of income when the
beneficiary was exempt because of subsection 96A(2). This
will mean that the beneficiary will not benefit from the
exemption which applies for previously attributed amounts
(section 23AK) or for a reduction in the disposal
consideration of the FIF interest because of an unused FTP’
attribution account surplus (section 567) where that benefit
would arise because of amounts which were included in the
trust estate’s attributable income in a year ofincome when
the beneficiary was exempt from attribution because of
subsection 96A(2). [Paragraph 96A(2)(d)]
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Attnbution of trust income
From the 1992-93 year of income, the share of the income of
Australian beneficiaries ofnon-resident trusts, who are not
assessed under the PIP measures, will be calculated on a
new basis. [Section 9GB]
There are two methods by which the beneficiary’s share of
trust income will be calculated. The first method applies
where all of the trust’s accounting income, profits and gains
are income, profits and gains to which the beneficiaries are
presently entitled or which are distributed to the
beneficiaries within two months of the end ofthe income
year.
The terms “income, profits or gains” have their normal
meaning and relate to the ordinary accounting and trust
law concepts oftrust income. For this purpose, an amount
that was credited to, or applied for the benefit of the
beneficiaries of the trust estate is treated as paid to the
beneficiaries.
Where these conditions are met, the following formula is
used to calculate the share of a beneficiary in the net
income ofthe trust estate:
Net income

x

Attribution percentage

Net income means the net income of the trust estate. The
net income of a trust estate is, broadly, the assessable
income ofthe trust estate calculated under the Principal Act
as if the trustee were a taxpayer and a resident ofAustralia
and deducting allowable deductions. It would include, for
instance, assessable HF income from interests that the
trustee holds in a lower tier PIP. (Subsection 95(1))
Attribution percentage means the percentage of the total
income, profits and gains ofthe trust estate to which the
beneficiary is presently entitled or that was paid to or
applied for the benefit ofthe beneficiary in the year of
income ofthat trust or within 2 months after the end of the
year of income. [Subsection OGC(1)]
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Where the conditions for application of the method are not
met, the beneficiary’s share ofthe net income ofthe trust
estate is determined by three steps as follows:
Stepi
Calculate the share of the net Income referable to interests held
in a trustestate for the whole year.

Calculate the part of the beneficiary’s share ofthe net
income ofthe trust estate that is attributi~bleto any
interest the beneficiary had in the trust estate
throughout the whole year of income using the following
formula.
Net income
x Attribution percentage
(These terms are described below.)
Step2
Calculate the share of the net income referable to interests held
in a trust estate for only part of the year.

Calculate the part or parts of the beneficiary’s share of
the net income ofthe trust estate that is attributable to
any interest the beneficiary had throughout a particular
part of the year of income using the following formula;
Net Income

x Athlbutlon
x
Number of dave held
percentage
Total number of days
(These terms are described below.).
StepS
Calculate the total share of the net income referable to interests

held in a trust estate.
Total the amounts calculated in steps 1 & 2 to determine
the beneficiary’s share of the net income ofthe trust
estate. [Subsections 9GC(2) to (5)]
Meaning of the terms in the formulas:
Net income means the net income of the trust estate.
Attnbution percentage means the greater of;
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(a)

the percentage ofthe income ofthe trust estate to
which the beneficiary was entitled, or was
entitled to acquire, because ofthe beneficiary’s
interest in the trust estate (i.e, any interest in
the income of the trust estate that the beneficiary
had or was entitled to acquire); or

(b)

the percentage ofthe corpus ofthe trust estate to
which the beneficiary was entitled, or was
entitled to acquire, because of the taxpayer’s
interest in the trust estate (i.e., any interest in
the corpus of trust estate that the taxpayer had
or was entitled to acquire).

A taxpayer is entitled to acquire anything that the
taxpayer is absolutely or contingently entitled to acquire,
whether because of the exercise of any right or option or
for any other reason. [Subsection 95C(5)1
Number of days held means the number of days in the
part ofthe year of income throughout which the taxpayer
bad an interest in the trust estate.
Total number of days means the number of days in the
year ofincome.
[Subsection 95C(5)J

Deceased estates
An interest charge applies to amounts that are included in
the assessable income of a taxpayer under section 99B
(section 1O2AAM). In broad terms, section 99B includes in
the assessable income ofa beneficiary who was a resident at
any time in a year ofincome any property of a trust estate,
that is paid to, or applied for the benefit of, that beneficiary
in the year ofincome. However, section 99B does not apply
to amounts which have previously been subject to tax in
Australia either in the hands ofthe trustee or of the
beneficiary.
The proposed amendments will exempt taxpayers from the
interest charge on amounts received from the estate ofa
deceased person which would otherwise have been
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assessable under section 99B where those amounts are paid
to, or applied for the benefit of; the taxpayer within three
years after the death ofthat person.
[Subsection 1O2AAM(1B)J
Public unit trusts
The transferor trust measures (Division 6AAA) do not apply
to arm’s length transfers to non-resident public unit trusts
(subparagraph 1O2AAT(1)(a)(i)(B)). Consistent with this
treatment, the proposed amendments will exempt a
taxpayer from an interest charge on amounts received, or
which have been applied for the taxpayer’s benefit, that are
attributable to the income or profits of a trust estate which
at all times during the year:
• was a public unit trust for the purposes of the
transferor trust measures (Division 6AAA); and
• was not a controlled foreign trust within the meaning
ofPart X. [Subsection 1OSAAM(1 C))
Section 1O2AAF specifies the basic criteria for determining
whether a unit trust is to be regarded as a public unit trust
for the purposes ofthe transferor trust measures. Broadly,
a unit trust will be a public unit trust if, at any time during
the year, any ofthe units in the unit trust were listed on a
stock exchange in Australia or elsewhere or were ofFered to
the public. In addition, a unit trust will be a public unit
trust if, at all times during the year, the units in the unit
trust were held by 50 or more persons. However, a unit
trust will not be treated as a public unit trust where 20 or
fewer persons hold 75% or more of the beneficial interests of
the income or property ofthe trust.
The following considerations must be taken into account in
determining whether a unit trust is a public unit trust at all
times during the year of income:
• an entity and its associate or associates (defined in
section 1O2AAB to have the same meaning as
described in section 318) are taken tote one person;
and
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• where units in the trust are held by the trustee of
another trust estate that is a public unit trust at all
times during the year ofincome, a person who has a
beneficial interest in the property ofthat other trust
estate that consists ofthose units is taken to hold
those units. [Subsection 1O2AAF(3)]
Section 342 specifies the criteria for determining whether a
trust estate is a controlled foreign trust within the meaning
ofPart X. A trust estate will be a controlled foreign trust
within the meaning ofPart X if there is an eligible
transferor in respect ofthe trust that is, broadly, if an
Australian entity or, a controlled foreign partnership,
controlled foreign trust or controlled foreign company,
transferred value to the trust estate:
-

• in the case of a discretionary trust estate, at any time
(section 347); or
• in the case of a non-discretionary trust estate, after
12 Apr11 1989 for non-arm’s length consideration
(section 348).
A trust estate will also be a controlled foreign trust within
the meaning of Part X if there is a group offive or fewer
Australian 1 per cent entities (defined in section 317) with
associate-inclusive control interests (defined in section 349)
in the trust estate totalling 50 per cent or more (section
342).
Interest charge exemption amounts which have
been taxed at comparable rates
Where a non-resident trust estate is a listed country trust
estate (defined in section 1O2AAE) in a year ofincome, only
distributions from certain concessionally taxed income of
the trust estate will be subject to the interest charge under
section IO2AAM. Where a non-resident trust estate is not a
listed country trust estate in a year of income, a distribution
made from so much of the income and profits of the trust
estate ofthat year ofincome will be subject to the interest
charge to the extent that the amount has not been subject to
tax in any listed country in a tax accounting period:
-
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ending before the end ofthe non-resident trust’s year
of income; or
commencing during the non-resident trust’s year of
income.
(Paragraph 1O2AA2FI(1) (b)J
Before that amount will be exempt from the section
1O2AAM interest charge on distribution, a taxpayer will
have to show that an amount (being property of a trust
estate) that was paid to or applied for the benefit ofthe
taxpayer was paid out ofaccumulated profits which are
referable to:
• in the case of a listed country trust estate, income
other than eligible designated concession income; or
• in the case of an unlisted country trust estate, income
that has been subject to tax in any listed country.
[Subsection 1 O2AAM(L4)J

Clauses making the amendments
Clause 9 inserts proposed subsection 95(3) which defmes a
“non-resident trust estate” for the purposes ofDivision 6.
Clause 10 inserts proposed section 96A. Subsection 96A(1)
will exclude income referable to an interest held by
taxpayer in a non-resident trust estate which has been
taxed under the FIF measures from being assessed to the
taxpayer again under section 97. Subsection 96A(2) deals
with the small investor exclusion from the FTP measures as
they relate to resident public unit trusts.
It also inserts proposed sections 9GB and 96(3 which will set
out the new method ofcalculating the shares of the net
income of beneficiaries ofnon-resident trusts.
Clause 11 amends section 1O2AAM to exempt taxpayers
from the interest charge on certain amounts received under
section 99B and to require taxpayer’s to establish that
certain trust distributions are not subject to an interest
charge.
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Calculation of the Attnbutable
Income of a CFC
Overview
It is possible that a Controlled Foreign Company (CFC) will
have an interest in another company or trust which is a
FIR This Chapter deals with the amendments to the
calculation ofthe attributable income ofthe CFC to take
account ofthe CFC’s interest in the FTF.

Background to the CFC system
Where a foreign company is a CFC at the end of its
statutory accounting period, its attributable income will be
calculated separately for each attributable taxpayer.
Broadly, the attributable income ofa CFC is calculated
using the rules that exist under the Principal Act for the
calculation of the taxable income on the assumption that
the CFC was a taxpayer that was a resident ofAustralia.
In making this hypothetical calculation of the taxable
income, it must be assumed that a variety ofmodifications
have been made to the to the Principal Act.
Although these assumptions are common for all CFCs, the
amounts ofincome to be induded in the calculation of
attributable income for a particular period will differ
depending on the residence of the CEC at the end ofthat
period, and on whether or not the CEC passes the active
income test in respect of that attributable taxpayer in respect of
that period.
The active income test
The active income test determines whether a CFC is to be
treated as predominantly engaged in active business
operations.
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A CFC fails that test i1 in broad terms, 5 per cent or more of
the gross turnover ofthe CFC consists of tainted income.
Tainted income includes passive income and income from
certain related party transactions.
Attributable income of an unlisted country CFC
Where, for a particular attributable taxpayer, a CFC that is
a resident ofan unlisted country fails the active incOme
test, the attributable income of the CFC is calculated by
taking into account the tainted income of the CFC. Also
taken into account is any income derived from a trust, or
attributable to the CFC because the CFC is a transferor to a
non-resident trust. Where the CFC passes the active
income test, the attributable income is calculated by taking
into account only the trust amounts.
Attributable Income of a listed country CFC
Where a CFC that is a resident of a listed country fails the
active income test in respect of an attributable taxpayer, the
attributable income of the CFC is calculated by taking into
account the following amounts:
• designated concession income which is also passive
income or amounts arising from certain related party
transactions provided that, broadly, amounts are not
comparably taxed in a listed country or in Australia;
• income derived from a trust provided that the income
is not comparably taxed in a listed country orin
Australia;
• amounts attributable to the CFC as transferor to a
non-resident trust; and
• amounts derived from a source outside the listed
country that are not comparably taxed in the listed
country, another listed country or in Australia.
In the case where a CFC is a resident of a listed country
and passes the active income test, an exemption from
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attribution will be given for those amounts that are eligible
designated concession income.

FIF measures in the calculation of a

CFC’s attributable income
The ElF measures will apply in the calculation of the
attributable income ofa CF’C. As discussed, the major
assumption under which the calculation of the attributable
income of a CFC operates is that the attributable income of
the CR) is the amount that would be the taxable income if
the CFC were a resident ofAustralia for the whole of the
statutory accounting period of the CFC (existing
sections 382 and 383 ofthe Principal Act). This residency
assumption may mean that the ElF measures automatically
apply in the calculation ofthe attributable income of a CFC.
This extends the full range ofoptions and exemptions that
would be available if the FJF interest held be the CFC were
instead held by a resident company.
The amount attributed from a FIF to the CFC will be
included irrespective of whether the CFC is resident in a
listed or unlisted country, and regardless ofwhether or not
the CEO passes the active income test in respect of a
particular attributable taxpayer. [Paragraph 384 (2) (ca)
and paragraph 385(2)(ca)1
Dc nththnth test

A de mithmis exemption applies where the CFC is a
resident ofa listed country. There is no corresponding
exemption for a CFC that is a resident of an unlisted
country. The existing exemption will be modified to add to
the categories eligible for the exemption amounts included
in the CEO’s income under the ElF measures from a direct
interest in a ElF’. In effect, this will mean that where a
CFC has gross turnover of $1 million or more, the
exemption will only apply if the sum of the
eligible designated concession income;
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income or profits from sources outside the listed
country that are not subject to tax in the listed country
or in another listed country; and
• FIF income arising to the CEO,
is $50,000 or less.
Where the CEO has a turnover ofless than $1 million, the
exemption will only apply where the sum ofthe amounts is
less than 5 per cent ofthe gross turnover. Where a CEO has
an interest in the net income ofa controlled foreign trust or
a partnership and that trust or partnership has, in turn, an
interest in a FIF subject to attribution will not gain the
benefit ofthe de mininiis exemption. [Subsection 385(4)1
Application date
The changes will apply for the calculation ofthe
attributable income of a CEO for the statutory accounting
period in which 1 July 1992 falls, and all subsequent
statutory accounting periods of a CEO.

Consequential amendments
It is necessary to modify the operation of Part Xl as it
applies to the calculation of the attributable income ofa
CEO, and a new Subdivision in Division 7 has been inserted
(Subdivision E) to achieve this. [Sections 431A and 431.8]
Modifications to the operation of the FIF measures in
the calculation of the attributable income of a CFC
Reduction of PIE income because ofinterim dividendetc

Under subsection 507(1) ElF income is reduced to take
account of a distribution made by the ElF to the taxpayer
during the notional accounting period of the ElF. Where a
CEC has an interest in a ElF such double taxation is also to
be prevented. However, where the attribution is under
section 456, an attribution credit only arises at the end of
the statutory accounting period ofthe CEO. For the
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calculation ofthe ElF income to take into account a
dividend paid after the end ofthe notional accounting
period ofthe ElF, it is be necessary to exempt the dividend
paid after the calculation of the ElF’ income. This will be
done by modifying the operation of section 507.
Example

A taxpayer owns 100% of a CEO which in turn has a
1% interest in a company (not a CEO) resident in an
unlisted country. The accounting periods are as
follows:
• the taxpayer’s year ofincome ends on 30 June 1995;
• the CEO’s statutory accounting period ends on 31
December 1994; and
• the EIE’s notional accounting period ends on 30
June 1993.
The interest in the ElF is not exempt from the EIE
measures and the increase in the market value ofthe
ElF interest for the period 1 July 1992 to 30 June 1993
was $20,000. The PIE paid a dividend to the CEO of
$10,000 on 1 October 1993.
In calculating the taxpayer’s assessable income for the
1994/95 income year, the taxpayer would need to
calculate the CEC’s notional assesssable income for
the statutory accounting period ofthe CFO ending
on 31 December 1994. This would include an amount
in respect of the ElF income and also the dividend.
Normally, the FlY income would be $20,000.
However, because of the modification to section 507
the FIE income is reduced from $20,000 to $10,000.
Modifications to the operation of the Act
There are several other consequential amendments to the
provisions for the calculation ofthe attributable income of a
CEO.
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Where an amount has been indirectly attributed to an
attributable taxpayer under section 456 because an amount
was included in the CFCs notional assessable income under
Part Xl, it will be necessary to ensure that a subsequent
distribution from the ElY to the CFC is not included in the
notional assessable income of a CEO. That is, a distribution
from a PIE to a CEO is not to be taxed to the extent ofthe
attribution credit in respect of the taxpayer in respect of the
FIF.
Under the existing CEO measures, this effect is achieved by
the existing subsection 402(3). However, the existing
subsection 402(3) only applies to dividends paid by a
company. This will be modified so that it applies to any
payment by an attribution account entity.
Certain provisioits to be ignored
Exemption of previouslyattributed income

The amounts paid by a ElY to the CEO to the extent of
previous attribution will be exempt under subsection 402(3).
Further, the consideration adjustment on disposal by a CEC
ofan interest in a ElF will occur under section 401. Last,
the consideration adjustment on disposal of an interest in a
CEO which has an interest in a FIF will occur under
section 461. In determining that exemption or the
reduction ofconsideration, the existing attribution account
mechanism will be used. That is, in the calculation of the
attributable income of a CEO there will be no scope for the
operation of either the ElF attribution accounts;
section 23AK [sections 558 to 583 or section 587].
Therefore, these provisions are to be ignored in applying the
Principal Act in the calculation ofthe attributable income of
a OFC.
Trading stock
The trading stock provisions of the Act are modified to
provide that ElF interests can only be valued at cost
1subsection 31(4)]. However, in the calculation of the
attributable income of a CEC, it is already the case that a
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CEO’s trading stock may only be valued at cost (existing
section 397) that is, the effect ofproposed subsection 3 1(4)
is already acheived in the calculation ofthe attributable
income of a CEO. Since the proposed subsection is
unnecessary for the calculation ofthe attributable income of
a CEO, it is to be ignored for that calculation.
-

Miscellaneous
The amendment ofsection 399 ofthe Principal Act corrects
an anomaly in the method ofcalculating the net income ofa
partnership or trust which is to be included in the
attributable income ofa OEC.
The anomaly results in the following unintended
consequences:
• the exempting profits percentage ofa non-portfolio
dividend (broadly, the comparably taxed part ofthe
dividend) paid by a company in an unlisted country
(i.e., a country which is not designated as a
comparable tax country) to a partnership or trust was
excluded from the partnership’s or trust’s net income
instead of being included; and
• amounts which had been taxed in Australia were
included in the partnerships or trust’s net income
instead of being excluded.
Application date
The amendment to the calculation of the net income ofa
partnership or trust will apply as follows.
The insertion of a reference to exemption profits of a nonportfolio dividend will apply prospectively to a dividend
paid after the date ofintroduction ofthis Bill. However, it
will apply even if the statutory accounting period ofthe
CFC has already started.
The deletion ofthe reference to listed country branch
profits, will apply retrospectively for any calculation of the
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attributable income ofa CEC, including the calculation of a
loss that arose befor the start of the CFC measures.

Clauses making the amendments
Clauses 19 and 20 insert proposed paragraphs 384(2)(ca)
and 385(2)(ca) to ensure that an amount of FIE income will
be attributed whether a CFC is a resident ofa listed or
unlisted country and regardless of whether the CEO passes
the active income test in respect ofa particular attributable
taxpayer.
Clauses 18, 19(a) and 20(a) amend Division7of PartXto

change references to Subdivisions B to D to Subdivisions B
to E, to take account of the addition of proposed
Subdivision E.
Clause 21 amends section 389 to exclude the operation of

certain provisions of the Principal Act in the calculation of
the attributable income ofa CEO.
Clause 22 amends section 399 of the Principal Act to
correct an anomoly in the method of calculating the net
income of a partnership which is included in the
attributable income ofa CEO.
Clause 23 amends subsection 402(3) ofthe Principal Act to
ensure that double taxation does not arise where ElF
income previously attributed is distributed to a CEC.
Clause 24 inserts new Subdivision E in Division 7 of Part X

of the Principal Act to modify the calculation ofCEC
attributable income consequential on the introduction of
Part Xl.

Chapter 21
CFC Attribution
Accounts
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CFC Attnbution Accounts
Overview
This chapter deals with the prevention ofpotential
Australian double taxation that could arise where foreign
investment fund income is included in the notional
assessable income of a CFC under the CEO measures. As
with the CEO measures, double taxation is to be prevented
where a taxpayer later:
• receives a distribution of income ancVor gains out of
the attributed amount; or
• disposes of the interest in the CEO.
This will be done by using the existing exemption for
amounts previously attributed under the CFC measures,
and the associated CEO attribution accounts.

Background
Dividends paid to a taxpayer out of income derived by a
CEC that has been attributed to that taxpayer are exempt
from tax (existing section 23A1). Eurther, the consideration
on disposal of an interest in a CEC is reduced to take
account ofprevious attribution (existing section 461).
To claim an exemption under section 23A1 or the reduction
under section 461, the taxpayer is required to maintain an
‘attribution account’ in relation to the CEO which shows:
• the amount of the income attributed to the taxpayer
(recorded as an ‘attribution credit’); and
• amounts distributed to the taxpayer, for example, a
dividend paid to the taxpayer by the CEC (recorded as
an ‘attribution debit’).
Broadly, attribution credits arise in relation to a CEO if an
amount is included in the assessable income of an
Australian attributable taxpayer because:
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an amount ofthe CFC’s income is attributed to the
taxpayer (existing section 456); or
the CEC has both changed residence from an unlisted
country to a listed country or Australia (existing
section 457); or
• an unlisted country CEO paid a non-portfolio dividend
to a listed country CFC (existing section 458).
The amount ofthe exemption or reduction ofconsideration
cannot exceed the ‘attribution surplus’ in the account. The
attribution surplus is the amount by which attribution
credits exceed attribution debits.
These accounts are similar to the PIE attribution accounts
described in Chapter 15. The essential difference is that
the CFC attribution credits can flow back through any
number oftiers and types offoreign entities, whereas the
ElF attribution accounts allow for no tiering of foreign
entites.

Attribution credit for FIF income
attributed to a CFC
As mentioned, an attribution credit arises under the CFC
measures where an amount is included in the assessable
income ofa taxpayer because, amongst other things, the
taxpayer has a share of the attributable income of the CEO
included in the taxpayer’s assessable income (existing
section 456).
An amount attributed to the CEC in the calculation ofthe
CFC’s notional assessable income will go into the
calculation ofthe amount included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income under section 456. The existing
mechanism wifi operate to prevent double taxation.
However, without amendment, the attribution credit would
wholly arise to the CEO.
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Credit to arise to FIT
This will be changed so that the attribution credit that
relates to the foreign investment fund income ofthe ElF
underlying the CEO will give rise to a credit for the
taxpayer’s in respect of the underlying ElF.
IParagraph 371(1) (aa)J
Amount of credit arising to FIT
Where the CEC has an interest in a ElF, as well as the
attribution account that ataxpayer keeps for the CEC, the
taxpayer will need to keep an attribution account in respect
of each underlying ElF. This will allocate the credit for the
taxpayer’s attribution accounts as follows:
• in respect ofthe underlying ElF, to the extent that the
attribution under section 456 reflects an amount
included in the attributable income ofthe OEC; and
• in respect ofthe CEC, for the remainder.
Method ofallocation ofthe c,tdils

A formula will be used to determine the part of the amount
attributed under section 456 that related to the application
of the PIE measures in the calculation ofthe attributable
income of a CEC. The formula allocates the attribution
credit on a gross income basis. That is, it compares the
amount that a particular ElF contributed to the notional
assessable income to the total notional assessable income.
The formula is as follows:
HF Income
x section456 amount
notional assessable hicome
The ‘FIE income’ is the amount that was included in that
CEO’s notional assessable income for a particular EIE. The
‘section 456 amount’ is the amount that is attributed from
that CEC to the taxpayer under section 456, and the
‘notional assessable income’ is the total notional assessable
income ofthe CEC. This formula is applied to each EIE that
gave rise to an amount of FIE income included in the CFC’s
notional assessable income. fSubsection 371 (2A)J
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The remainder of the section 456 amount that has not been
allocated to the underlying PIEs creates an attribution
credit for the taxpayer in respect of the CEO.
(Subsection 371(28)1
Example

Assume that a resident taxpayer (Mr Jones) has a 100
per cent interest in a CFC (CFCco) which, in turn, has
an interest in three FIEs. Mr Jones is not entitled to
an exemption from the CEO measures, nor from the
PIP measures in their application in the calculation of
the notional assessable income for the CFCc&s
statutory accounting period. CECco derived untaxed
royalty income (tainted) of$1,000,000 during its
statutory accounting period and incurred interest
expenses of$2,000,000. The market value method is
used to calculate the amount to be included in the
attributable income of CFCco and the market value
increases for each of the underlying ElF’s were as
follows:
FIF One
FIF Two
PIE Three
This is illustrated on the next page.

$500,000
$700,000
$300,000

~nt~ayer

100%

V
Interest expense

Royalty income

of $2,000,000

of $1,000,000

market value
increase of
$500,000

market value
increase of
$700,000

market value
increase of
$300,000
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The calculation of the attributable income of CFCco
would be as follows:
Notional assessable income
Royalty derived by CFCco
FIF income from FIF1
FIE income from P1F2
FLY income from PIE8

$
1,000,000
500,000
700,000
300,000
2,500,000

Notional allowable deductions
Interest paid

2,000,000

Attributable income of CFCco

500.000

The amount included in Mr Jones’ assessable income
would be $500,000, being 100 per cent of the
attributable income of CECco. This means that the
total of the credits to Mr Jones’ attribution accounts
must equal $500,000.
The attribution accounts for the EIFs will be credited
in the proportion of the gross notional assessable
income arising from each ElF compared to the gross
notional assessable income arising to the CEO, as
follows:
Attribution account (PIF1) =
=
=

Attribution account (FIF2) =
=
=

Attribution account (EIF3) =
=
=

$.5m/$2.5m x $500,000
20%x$500,000
$100,000
$.7m/$2.5m x $500,000
28% x $500,000
$140,000
$.3m/$2.5m x $500,000
12%x $500,000
$60,000

The CFC’s attribution account will be credited with
the remainder, as follows:
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Attribution account (CEO)

=

$500,000 $100,000
$140,000 $60,000
$200,000
-

-

-

=

Clause making the amendment
Clause 15 amends section 371 of the Principal Act to
ensure that attribution credits arising because a CEO has
an interest in a FIP are allocated to the PIP.
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Glossary
AccvwUs
Accounts means ledgers, journals, profit and loss
accounts and balance sheets. It also includes statements,
reports and notes attached to, or intended to be read
with, any ofthe above items.
Active business exemption
An exemption from taxation under the PIF measures for
direct investments in non-resident companies that are
principally engaged in active business see Chapter 7.
-

Approved exchanges I approved markets
The stock exchanges and financial markets whose quoted
market values are accepted for the market value method
(see Chapter 11). The list of approved stock exchanges
can be found at Schedule 5 of the Bill.
Ann’s length amount

This expression means the amount that might
reasonably be expected to have been paid, or given in
consideration, when parties are dealing independently
with each other.
Attributable taxpayer

A person who has, in general, a 10 per cent or greater
interest in a Controlled Foreign Company or in a nonresident trust for the purposes of Part X ofthe Principal
Act.
Attribution account

An attribution account establishes a link between:
• income that has been attributed to the taxpayer from
an attribution account entity; and
income actually distributed to that taxpayer by the
entity.
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Attribution account entity

An attribution account entity is an entity for which a
resident taxpayer is to maintain an attribution account
(in order to trace distributions ofattributed income). An
entity includes:
• a company that is not a Part X Australian resident;
• a partnership; and
• a trust.
Attribution credit

When an amount is attributed to a taxpayer from an
entity, the attribution account is credited (attribution
credit) with the amount of the attributable income.
Attribution debit

When an entity subsequenfly distributes income that has
been attributed to a taxpayer, the amount ofthe
distribution is debited (attribution debit) to the
attribution account. The amount of the debit cannot
exceed the balance ofthe account, which is referred to as
the attribution surplus.
Attribution surplus

An attribution surplus exists if the total ofthe
attribution credits for an entity exceeds its attribution
debits.
the

The Income Tax Assessment Amendment (Foreign
Investment) Bill 1992
Calculated loss

The loss arising to a ElF in the FIF’s notional accounting
period as calculated under the ElF measures using the
calculation method. It may be carried forward to reduce
future calculated profits of that ELF.
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Cakukdroft

The profit arising to a FIF in the FlEa notional
accounting period as calculated under the FLY measures
using the calculation method. The taxpayer’s share of
these profits is included in assessable income.
C4dculafion method

An alternative method, available at the taxpayer’s
election, to determine the amount to be included in a
taxpayer’s assessable income under the ElF measures.
The amount is calculated by determining a taxpayer’s
share ofa FIE’s profits. A ElF’s profits are calculated
using rules similar (but simpler than) those that apply
for a resident taxpayer (see Chapter 13).
Closing market value

The market value of a FIF interest at the end of the FIF’s
statutory accounting period see Chapter 11.
-

Controlled gbreign company or

A company that is not a resident ofAustralia and is
controlled by five or fewer residents see Part X ofthe
Principal Act.
-

Controlled fore*gn trust or C1~T

A controlled foreign trust is a non-resident trust in which
resident individuals, partnerships, companies or trusts
hold specified interests. The term includes a nonresident trust to which a resident person has transferred
property or services in certain circumstances. The
meaning of the term controlled foreign trust is set out in
section 342 of the Principal Act.
Coun~find acluskm

Investments through trusts in countries which prohibit
direct investment on stock exchanges in those countries
will be excluded from the FIF measures (see Chapter 3).
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Deemed rate of return method
The backup method to determine the amount to be
included in the taxpayer’s assessable income under the
FlY measures. The amount is calculated by applying a
deemed rate of return to the value of the FIF interest (see
Chapter 12). The deemed rate ofreturn method is the
only method ofcalculation available to a taxpayer who
has a Foreign Life Policy.
Dfrect hwnftw~
An investment to which the taxpayer has both beneficial
and legal entitlement.
Exempting receipts
Exempting receipts of an unlisted country company are
amounts received by that company that have either:
• been included in assessable income for Australian tax
purposes; or
• been taxed at comparable rates in a listed country.
HF
A Foreign Investment Fund (see Chapter 1).
HF tat
An interest in a Foreign Investment Fund.
Fl? loss
The market value decrease of an interest in a FlY for the
statutory accounting period ofthat ElF.
Foreign Investment FundAmount
The foreign investment fund amount is the change in
market value ofa ElF interest after taking into account
acquisitions, disposals and distributions generally
between the end of one statutory accounting period and
the end of the next.
-

-
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Foreign Life Policy (FlIP)
A foreign life policy is a life assurance policy issued by a
non-resident.
Foreign employer-sponsored superannuation exemption
An exemption from taxation under the FlY measures
where a resident natural person’s FLY interest is in an
employer-sponsored foreign superannuation fund (see
Chapter 9).
FItS

The Foreign Tax Credit System, which is the primary
mechanism for relief from double taxation under the
Principal Act (see Chapter 16).
Interest in a HF
The total ofall instruments in a company held by the
taxpayer (such as a share, option, convertible note etc.) or
by a trust (such as a unit, option to acquire a unit, a note
convertible into a unit) see Chapter 1.
-

Listed ~~unfry
A listed country is a country that is treated as having a
tax system that is generally comparable to Australia’s. A
list ofthese countries is contained in Schedule 10 ofthe
Income Tax Regulations.
Market value method
The primary method to determine the amount to be
included in the taxpayer’s assessable income under the
FIF measures. In general, the amount is calculated by
measuring the increase, if any, in the market value of a
FIF interest between the last day ofthe previous
statutory accounting period and the last day ofthe
current statutory accounting period with adjustment for
acquisitions, disposals and distributions (see Chapter
11).
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Non-portfolio interest
An interest of 10 per cent or more of the voting interests
in a company.
Notional accountingperiod
The period by reference to which the FlY measures will
apply. In general, this will be the same as the taxpayer’s
year of income. The taxpayer may elect that the notional
accounting period coincide with the accounting period
that the ElF uses for reporting to shareholders or
beneficiaries (see Chapter 2).
Operativeprovision
The operative provision provides for the foreign
investment fund income to be included in the taxpayer’s
assessable income for the taxpayer’s year of income in
which the notional accounting period ofthe flF ends.
The operative provision is found at section 506 of the
Bill.
Portfolio interest

An interest of less than 10 per cent ofthe voting interests
in a company.

the Principal Act is the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936
Related foreign companies
Under section 16OAFB, an Australian company is treated
as related to any number of linked foreign companies
provided that:
• each company in the chain (starting with the
Australian company) has at least a 10 per cent voting
interest in the company in the tier below it; and
the Australian company has a direct or indirect
interest of at least 5 per cent in the voting shares of
each foreign company that is a member ofthe chain.
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Small investor exclusion
An exemption from taxation under the ElF measures
where the taxpayer is a natural person who holds direct
investments in foreign companies and trusts amounting
to not more than $A50,000 in total (see Chapter 4).
Statutoiy accountingperiod
The statutory accounting period is used as the
measurement period of the CEC measures. It is aperiod
of12 months, ending on 30 June, uüless the foreign
company has elected a 12 month period ending on
another day (section 319 of the Principal Act).
Transferor trust
A non-resident trust to which a resident taxpayer has
made, or is deemed to have made, a transfer of property
or services under Division 6AAA ofPart III the Principal
Act.
Unlisted countzy

An unlisted country means a foreign country which is not
a listed country.
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